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Abstract
The east-west alignment of Archaic Greek temples is a feature of their
architecture that has not been discussed within its archaeological or historical contexts.
Scholars have attempted to discern reasons behind the fact that most Archaic Greek
temples face east. But, these explanations are limited in that they do not take into account
that an east-west alignment persisted as an architectural feature from the Late Bronze
Age through to the Archaic Period. The rise of the Greek polis or city-state also plays a
vital role in the development of Greek sacred architecture; by the end of the eighth
century when aristocratic control results in the unification of villages to form the polis as
we know it, temple architecture develops into the canonical Doric or Ionic forms.
Orientation is no exception to this standardization.
I have conducted a statistical analysis of 84 cult buildings from the Late Bronze
Age, Early Iron Age, eighth century BCE, and Archaic period. Not only is there a
consistent trend for Greek cult buildings to be aligned along an east-west axis, but this
trend is not random. The deliberate choice to align temples and cult buildings on this axis
certainly has religious significance and may well incorporate many factors, such as
topographical and climatic concerns, and the position of various astronomical bodies.
However, this thesis provides not only a new interpretation of Greek temple orientation,
but also a survey of Greek architectural trends that span a millennium.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A temple’s orientation is a crucial aspect of its architecture, as much as any
sculpted frieze or fluted column. In fact, most treatments of temple orientation note that
the development of the early Greek temple, already begun in the eighth century BCE,
brought a standardized east-west orientation to Greece along with the eventual canonical
Doric and Ionic orders, which is seen on mainland sites with possible connections to
structures from earlier periods. However, previous scholarly works concerning Greek
temples have consistently taken orientation for granted or interpreted it outside of its
architectural context. Those who have considered this aspect of the Greek temple tend to
describe a temple’s orientation as being aligned to celestial, terrestrial, or cultural bodies,
or a combination thereof. While these reasons are not necessarily farfetched or even
incorrect, they paint only a partial picture.
This standardization of temple orientation during the Archaic period goes handin-hand with canonical architectural forms, unlike previous periods during which sacred
architecture was not standardized. Orientation and form together create the architectural
identity of the Greek temple, shining light on a lack of such architectural symbiosis in the
Late Bronze Age (LBA) and Early Iron Age (EIA). It is evident that Greek cult activity
from the LBA and EIA employed east-west alignment for some reason, but did not seem
to have need for an architectural template for cult space. But, this orientation endured
through to the Archaic period. An east-west alignment appears then to be a defining
feature of an ancient Greek sacred structure. Regardless of the method by which Greek
architects and craftsmen measured orientation and constructed temples in the Archaic
period, the fact that this standardized form is so discernibly different from the forms of
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earlier buildings speaks to the need to distinguish the temple architecture by blending
new forms with old alignments.
This thesis proposes that the ancient Greek preference for east-west aligned cult
structures, while visible and consistent from the LBA through the Archaic period,
becomes a key feature of the Archaic temple in tandem with the standardization of the
Archaic temple form. This combination of a preexisting trend with the development of
temple architecture, which emerges beginning in the eighth century BCE, is primarily the
result of the rise of the Greek city-state (the polis) and its increasing control and influence
over religious space. In order to provide the necessary archaeological and historical
contexts for this hypothesis, I investigate the circumstances that resulted in the formation
of the polis primarily on the Greek mainland and in the Peloponnese and the development
of standardized temple architecture, including temple orientation. Chapter II gives a
critical summary of previous scholarship, to illustrate the current academic dogma – or
lack thereof – concerning temple alignment. Over the past century or so, conceptions of
the reasons behind temple orientation have either taken a more calculated and
mathematical approach, or have gone in the opposite direction and posited more nebulous
religious reasons. Other sources make mere mention of the trend to identify its existence,
and then do not discuss it further.
Chapter III explores the temples and cult buildings of the LBA and EIA and the
possible factors influencing their orientation. It provides closer archaeological contexts
for the genesis of the temple in the eighth century BCE, when the temple form begins to
display degrees of architectural standardization along with consistent east-west
alignment. Chapter IV provides a critical look at the temple, the development of its
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architecture, and its place within and beyond the polis. Temples found inside or close to
poleis tend to demonstrate consistent east-west orientation and could be thought to be
emblems of the political reach of that polis. But, temples found farther away, such as
those in extraurban or ethnos sanctuaries, also tend to show this orientation, indicating
that the architectural trends employed by the polis had far reaching influences.1
Sanctuaries can act as territorial markers for or political statements made by their
respective poleis; temples are an integral part of those statements. Finally in Chapter V, I
employ a statistical analysis of alignment for Archaic temples, as well as for early
temples and sacred structures in the Late Bronze Age, Early Iron Age, and eighth century
BCE, in order to demonstrate that the east-west alignment is a trend that was evident
throughout Greek architectural history. Not only does this preference of orientation
crystallize in the Archaic period (c. 700 – 480 BCE) with the canonical Doric and Ionic
forms, but the probability that this commonality in alignment is random is quite small.
Alun M. Salt (discussed below, Chapters II and V) has approached the Archaic
Greek temples of Sicily as a data set in order to mathematically determine the
significance of their consistent axial alignment. I employ his methodology, which is
sound. In my opinion, however his analysis lacks both depth and context; that is, he
focuses mainly on the statistical analysis of temple orientation rather than discussing his
findings as being part of a larger trend. Nevertheless, he shows that Sicilian Greek
temples from the Archaic period have a clear east-west bias, and his methods also give
mathematical significance to that bias.
Drawing from Salt’s methods, but applying a different analysis within my own
framework, I provide data sets derived from previous periods, namely the Geometric
1

Regarding the ethnos sanctuary, I employ de Polignac’s terms (see Chapter IV).
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period (900 – 700 BCE), in which the eighth century shows crucial developments in
political and religious infrastructure, the Early Iron Age (which includes the
Protogeometric period; c. 1050 – 900 BCE), and the Late Bronze Age (c. 1550 – 1050
BCE), which clearly show that the orientation of sacred structures undergoes a deliberate
change because it becomes an vital part of temple architecture. The standardization of
Greek sacred structures beginning in the eighth century BCE necessitates uniform
architectural style and axial alignment. Temples or structures thought to house cult or
ritual activity from earlier periods, such as the LBA Mycenaean megara and cult centers,
and the ambiguous so-called ruler-dwelling-temples from the EIA, do not exhibit
standardization of sacred architecture to any degree near that which arises alongside the
formation of the polis.
Many of the scholars who have tackled the subject of orientation differ as to
whether Greek temples were oriented towards the sun, moon, certain stars, or even the
solstices or equinoxes; they do however tend to agree that temple alignment somehow
depends on astronomical bodies. In this thesis I analyze temple orientations within their
archaeological and historical contexts. Rather than excluding external alignment factors,
such as celestial bodies or topographic features, I provide an alternative and previously
unexplored explanation: that in addition to previously proposed possibilities for the
causes of consistent temple orientation, another factor that has not yet been considered is
the temple’s relationship to the polis and how this relationship manifests architecturally. I
think it imprudent to exclude external factors that likely led to the eventual homogeneity
of the Archaic Greek temple form and orientation. There is likely no singular reason or
cause for the standard alignment most Greek sacred structures display. While we cannot
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and should not rule out celestial or terrestrial factors for the east-west alignment of
Archaic Greek temples, what must be added to the overall discussion of this topic is that
standardized orientation is indicative of the influence of the standardized religion and
religious architecture of the polis system. Furthermore, the fact that the east-west
alignment of temples is seen as far back as the LBA, and that the trends in the Archaic
period demonstrate a crystallization of nearly a millennium-long tradition, speaks to the
cultural significance of this alignment as an undying vestige of early Greek religious
expression.
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II. A CRITICAL HISTORY OF SCHOLARSHIP ON ORIENTATION
The issue of temple orientation has ancient roots, but many writings that likely
existed, including a number of Greek and Roman architectural treatises, are now lost to
us. Certain Roman era sources, namely those by Varro and Pliny the Elder, discuss ways
the Romans and Etruscans organized their religious spaces, specifically the templum, but
in passing. The templum is considered a delineated space meant for divining omens,2 but
is not necessarily a Roman parallel for the Greek temenos (discussed below) since these
sources date to the first centuries BCE and CE and do not specifically discuss Greek
religious architecture. In De Lingua Latina, Varro writes about the use of the word
templum, saying that it is connected to nature by taking auspices from the earth and sky,
and that it is “commixta stellis splendidis,” or “united with the shining stars.”3 He
continues to specifically distinguish each cardinal direction: “… partes quattuor dicuntur,
sinistra ab oriente, dextra ab occasu, antica ad meridiem, postica ad septemtrionem,”
meaning, “… the four quarters are named thus: the left quarter, to the east; the right
quarter to the west; the front quarter, to the south; the back quarter to the north.”4 In this
there is a definite sense that sacred space was not only organized based on divine signs
gleaned through augury or divination, but that it was connected to the stars, which may
perhaps literally mean stars or stellar bodies (i.e., constellations).
Pliny the Elder briefly mentions that an impetus for the construction of Etruscan
and Roman temples tended to be of sacred significance; temples were built on sites that
gave some kind of portent or auspice. In his Natural History, Pliny writes:
Cum in tarpeio fodientes delubro fundamenta caput humanum invenissent, missis
2

Varro. De Lingua Latina. VII.8.
Varro. De Lingua Latina. VII.6; Varro trans. Kent 1938: 273.
4
Varro. De Lingua Latina. VII.7; Varro trans. Kent 1938: 275.
3
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ob id ad se legatis etruriae celeberrimus vates olenus calenus… scipione determinata prius templi
imagine in solo ante se: “hoc ergo dicitis, romani hic templum iovis optimi maximi futurum est,
hic caput invenimus….”5

This translates to:
When they were digging the foundations for a temple on the Tarpeian Hill, they came upon a
human head, upon the discovery of which deputies were sent to Olenus Calenus, the most
celebrated diviner of Etruria…. with his staff outlining the image of the foundation of a temple in
front of him, he said, “Thus you say this, Romans, here a temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus
must be built, as here we have come upon a head….”6

The appearance of a sign, the head, was interpreted as divine confirmation for the
construction of a temple on the Tarpeian Hill, especially because a temple was already
being constructed in this story. Whether or not this is true is debatable, but it remains
clear that Pliny’s retelling of the event demonstrates the significance of omens to Romans
and Etruscans in erecting cult buildings. We do not have substantial archaeological or
literary evidence to suggest that the Greeks used augury or divination in this way to erect
or construct their cult buildings, but these examples in any case provide clear evidence
for considerations regarding the layout of divine space in later periods.
De Architectura, a treatise written by Vitruvius, the imperial Roman architect for
Augustus in the first century BCE, is the earliest surviving ancient source on Greek
temple architecture. Ancient architects, both Greek and Roman, likely had orientation or
axial alignment in mind, whether for religious or secular purposes. But the fact remains
that to some degree, they must have been aware of direction in which they constructed

5
6

Pliny. Naturalis Historia. XXVIII.4.
Translation mine.
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their cult structures. De Architectura includes a specific chapter on Greek temple
orientation, in which Vitruvius writes:
[1] Regiones autem, quas debent spectare aedes sacrae deorum inmortalium, sicerunt
constituendae, uti, si nulla ratio inpedierit lieberaque fuerit potestas, aedis signumque, quod erit
in cella conlocatum, spectet ad vespertinam caeli regionem, uti, qui adierint ad aram
immolantes aut sacrificia facientes, spectent ad partem caeli orientis et simulacrum, quod
erit in aede, et ita vota suscipientes contueantur aedem et orientem caelum ipsaque
simulacra videantur exaudientia contueri supplicantes et sacrificantes, quod aras omnes
deorum necesse esse videatur ad orientem spectare. [2] Sin autem loci natura interpellaverit,
tunc convertendae sunt earum regionum constitutiones, uti quam plurima pars moenium e templis
earum conspiciatur.7

This translates to:
“[1] The directions in which the sacred temples of the immortal gods must face should be
established in such a way that, if nothing precludes it and the architect has a free choice, the
temple and statue to be placed in the cella should face the western area of the sky, so that
those approaching the altar to make offerings or sacrifices would look in the direction of the
eastern zone of the sky at the cult statue in the temple; in this way those undertaking vows
would look at the temple and the eastern sky and the cult statues themselves would seem to
rise up to watch those making their prayers and sacrificing; this is evidently why all the
altars of the gods must face east. [2] But if the nature of the site prevents this, then the
arrangements for orientation must be changed so that the largest possible extent of the city-walls
can be seen from the sanctuaries of the gods.”8

It is important to remember that, rather than describing actual Greek architectural trends,
Vitriuvius gives us a prescriptive view of how he believes a Greek temple should be
organized. He rightly observes that altars are generally located to the east of temples

7
8

Vitruvius. De Architectura. IV.5.1-2.
Vitruvius trans. Schofield 2009: 105-106.
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(discussed further below and in Chapter IV), but indicates that the cult statue should be
located in the western part of the cella. His view dictates that the cella face ad
vespertinam, meaning towards the evening and therefore, the sunset, so that worshippers
can look ad partem caeli orientis et simulacrum, towards part of the eastern sky and the
cult statue. Though, the temple would still need to be open to the east in order to allow
worshippers to pass from the cella to the altar. The general consensus among scholars is
that Greek temples face east, though the impetus and causes for this still debated (see
below). While Vitruvius’ statement that the cella should face west, what is significant for
the purpose of this thesis is that despite his rejection of a Greek architectural convention
– convention that was established well before his time – he still favors an east-west
alignment. Vitruvius’ commentary on this matter is the first surviving written account
that engages with the question as to why a Greek temple should be oriented in a certain
way, and set a precedent that many modern scholars seem to follow: that cultic
significance, which may happen to serve some practical purpose, is the primary cause for
temple and altar orientation.
Nearly one millennium later, scholarly investigations into ancient temple
orientation began in the late nineteenth century with the separate and combined works of
British astronomer J. Norman Lockyer and architect-archaeologist-astronomer Francis C.
Penrose. In the 1890s, Lockyer theorized in a series of articles published in Nature that
Egyptian temples were aligned either to an equinox or the winter or summer solstices on
the specific day they were founded. Lockyer argued that certain Egyptian deities were
associated with solar events, most notably Isis and her sister Nephthys being the Dawn
and Twilight, respectively. He continued on to note that most Egyptian worship centered
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around the horizon, and concluded that so too must the alignment of their temples.9 The
sun and stars, he claimed, have fixed rising and setting locations – fixed points – that
would have been known to the Egyptians.10 The New Kingdom (c. 1550 BCE) Great
Temple of Amon-Re at Karnak may have even been used in part to observe the sun or
solar events; according to Lockyer, temples that were built for sun worship or observation
were no doubt accurately aligned to the sun or solstices.11 Egyptologists were unable to
determine the exact date of a temple’s foundation, which Lockyer believed he could
pinpoint based on that temple’s orientation with respect to the sun or a stellar body.12 He
also later determined that the main axis of the Great Temple of Amon-Re at Karnak
corresponded to the sunset on the summer solstice.13
Penrose collaborated with Lockyer to hypothesize that the axes of certain ancient
temples were aligned to specific stellar risings and that the annual festivals of each
temple could be dated by measuring the heliacal rising or setting of asterisms that
occurred on solstices or equinoxes.14 Penrose then applied Lockyer’s theory and
methodology of determining foundation date via orientation to Greek temples. He
maintained that the exact foundation date a Greek temple corresponded to a particular
festival and could be calculated based on the position of certain astronomical bodies,
depending on the time of year the festival occurred and the angle of orientation, which
could vary.15 However, it must be noted that this can only be done provided that a
particular constellation or star is able to be securely associated with a particular temple.
9

Lockyer 1891a: 561-563.
Lockyer 1891b: 8, 10-11.
11
Lockyer 1891c: 109.
12
Lockyer 1891d: 199.
13
Lockyer 1897: 182-191.
14
Penrose 1893: 806, 808.
15
Penrose 1897: 43.
10
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There are two major inconsistencies with Lockyer and Penrose’s research: 1) the
astronomical foundation dates they calculated do not tally with the archaeological
founding dates and 2) several discrepancies in earlier data went uncorrected. William B.
Dinsmoor, a leading scholar of Greek architecture, contested some of the earlier
conclusions made by Lockyer and Penrose, primarily because their work ignored
archaeological data. In fact, the archaeological and astronomical founding dates differed
by as much as 1500 years in some cases, as illustrated in Table 2.1.16 Dinsmoor disagreed
with their dating formula, maintaining that the Greeks and Egyptians used different
celestial bodies for their respective calendars; the Greeks used a lunar calendar, while the
Egyptians used a solar and stellar-based one.17 Not only that, but Greek calendars even
varied by polis and therefore should be considered to be more erratic than their Egyptian
counterpart.18 He further argued that Greek temple orientation depended on the moon,
and that because lunar paths were erratic compared with those of the sun and stars,
temple orientations were also erratic. Finally, he concluded three points: 1) that the
foundation datesof Greek temples corresponded with a full moon appearing along with
either of the equinoxes or solstices, 2) that Greek temples were aligned with these
celestial occurrences, and 3) that the particular celestial event with which each temple
was aligned corresponded to a particular feast day. 19 20

16

Dinsmoor 1939: 104.
Dinsmoor 1939: 105.
18
Nell 2003: 13.
19
Dinsmoor does not distinguish whether the foundation date refers to the archaeological date of the first
foundations or the dedication date of a temple. Presumably, based on the idea that the foundation or
establishment of a temple corresponded to a certain festival or stellar body, he means the date of dedication.
The difficulty of defining what is meant by “foundation date” has come up in recent scholarship. But, the
applications of this do not simply apply to Greek or Egyptian temples; the issue of foundation dates is
discussed in Rappoport 1995: 168-179.
20
Dinsmoor 1939: 105, 118-119, 120-133.
17
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Erin Nell, in her 2003 University of Arizona MA Thesis titled Astronomical
Orientations and Dimensions of Archaic and Classical Greek Temples, notes a few
weaknesses in Dinsmoor’s theory. First, she contends that Dinsmoor’s formula for
calculating foundation date is overly complex and not grounded in the ancient Greek
reality, stating that, “nowhere in his article did Dinsmoor propose how the ancient Greeks
would execute [the construction of temples along these alignments].”21 Nell also points
out that Dinsmoor’s focus on the Doric order, introduced in the 7th century BCE,22
excludes consideration that actual Greek architects would have had to learn this new
temple design, the associated and complicated technology needed to construct them, and
gain an understanding of astronomy so advanced that they would need to understand
astronomical variations and the lunar calendar according to each polis.23
Nell also brings to light what she deems a fatal flaw for Dinsmoor: that he relied
on Penrose’s horizon elevation and alignment data collected about half a century earlier,
rather than collecting his own data. Therefore, his data is suspect because he relies on
information that was dubious from the beginning; the dates gleaned from the
archaeological data and astronomical data clearly do not match (Table 2.1).24 However,
Dinsmoor anticipated this kind of criticism, saying that although “[Penrose] frequently
altered his observations to accord with the calculated path of the sun on a morning
indicated by the heliacal rising (or setting) of an arbitrarily selected star,” he had
“checked [Penrose’s] results wherever possible by means of maps.”25 But, according to
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Nell (and I am inclined to agree with her, at least on this) this response is questionable, at
best.
Some scholars have noted connections between Archaic temple architecture and
buildings from the Aegean Late Bronze Age. The origins of monumental architecture
may be found in the Bronze Age, such as the similarity between the tripartite megaron
plan and the tripartite Doric temple plan (discussed in further detail in Chapter IV). The
standardization of orientation may also be linked to sacred architecture with similar and
consistent forms. J. C. Van Leuven, however, does not make much effort to distinguish a
Bronze Age temple from an altar from a shrine. Sacred spaces or places of worship from
this time, he says, “have frequently been dismissed on the grounds of fallible criteria,
such as a rule that shrines ought to contain extant cult ware and, indeed, ware of obvious
kinds like divine statuary.”26 He cites the previous work of Nillson in 1950, Hägg in
1968, and Rutkowski in 1972, each arguing that worship in the LBA was ephemeral –
that worship was informal and occurred in static locations that possessed no identifiable
sacred architecture.27 However, there is clear evidence to the contrary, at sites with cult
areas such as those at Mycenae, Tiryns, Asine, Phylakopi, and Ayia Irini (Figures 2.12.5).28 While there may not have been standardized religious architecture to a degree
similar to what has been identified during the Archaic period, Gabriele Albers’ study,
Spätmykenische Stadtheiligtümer (see Chapter IV), has shown that there are in fact cult
areas with identifiable architecture. Before Albers, regarding LBA sacred architecture,
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Rutkowski noted that “temple buildings tended to be in the local style,”29 showing that in
addition to displaying local architectural features, their architecture is identifiable on a
broader scale.
Robin Hägg first identified a pattern of orientation with LBA shrines inside a
variety of structures (i.e., the sanctuary at Phylakopi, Megaron B from Eleusis, and the
so-called sacred area at Pylos) (Figure 2.6): he noted that their orientations tended
towards the south-east, but this orientation depended on the entrance of the structures and
not their axial alignment.30 Other scholars such as George Mylonas have suggested that
rather than being oriented for religious purposes, the systematic north-south orientation of
these structures may have been to offset the summer and winter winds.31 Van Leuven
identified various types of shrines, but finally concluded that the phenomenon of
systematic orientation “may become understandable if it is supposed that each class of
LBA shrine was dedicated to a distinct kind of divinity….32 He continues:
Those kinds [of divinities based on different kinds of shrines] presumably differed in sex, and the
related quantities of individualistic representations suggest that the female element well
outnumbered the male. An organized pantheon of this nature, with five principal goddesses and a
somewhat independent god, has been inferred from contemporary Aegean evidence partly in such
shrines….33

Despite the fact that Van Leuven did not explicitly name each of those divinities, which
he claimed are attested in Linear B tablets and religious iconography, he dubbed it
“encouraging,” that the information gleaned about LBA Aegean deities agreed with the
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architectural evidence.34 Regarding male versus female deities, he was of the opinion that
at principal, singular sanctuaries and at major members or areas in others, the god was
worshipped, while the four goddesses were worshipped at parallel singular sanctuaries
and minor members of others. In other words, the goddesses to god formed a 4:1 ratio.
The goddesses were worshipped together, while the god received his own cult spaces.35
While Van Leuven’s conclusions seem to me to be based in little fact it is important
nonetheless to note that he identified that there was at least a pattern of orientation – that
many LBA shrines tended to be oriented somewhat southeast36 – and attempted to
explain it, though he did not consider orientation as an aspect of a structure’s architecture.
Vincent Scully’s determination on the matter of the orientation of sacred
structures from the LBA can be explained quite simply: he believes that the shift from
north-south orientation of the LBA to the later east-west trend seen beginning in the
Geometric period is also a matter of gods and goddesses. That is, he believes that the
north-south orientation of Minoan sacred structures37 corresponds to worship of an LBA
female chthonic divinity and that after the (now largely discredited) Dorian invasion of
LHIIIC, the east-west orientation of sacred structures, or temples as we know them,
corresponds to worship of a male sky divinity: Zeus.38 There are a number of fallacies
throughout Scully’s work, but his ultimate conclusion is perhaps the easiest to debunk
and most perniciously incorrect. While the theory of the Dorian invasion may not be
entirely disproven, it has most certainly become one of the most unfavorable explanations
34
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of the Late Bronze Age systems collapse c. 1200 BCE.39 We now know that Zeus is not,
as Scully claims, a Dorian or post-Dorian deity, as Zeus is clearly attested on Linear B
tablets.40 Because Zeus’s existence and worship withstood the decline of Mycenaean
society, it would be folly to assume that the change in systematic orientation – namely
from south to east – occurred in the face of continuous worship of the same deity.
Furthermore, consistent, canonical east-west orientation of temples does not begin until
the eighth century BCE, and in fact persisted continuously from the LBA up to and past
that point,41 up 400 or 500 years after the so-called Dorian invasion. Therefore east-west
orientation cannot be attributed to contact with Dorians or even the decline of Mycenaean
civilization.42
Despite the clear shortcomings in Scully’s work as a whole, there are some other
aspects of his presentation of evidence that invite discussion and consideration. He
maintains that Greek temples and their LBA predecessors were oriented based either on
landscape or celestial features, and first and foremost “represented to all men the
presence of a god and was itself the monument of that presence.”43 The temple, which
developed as a place of worship not necessarily to replace open-air altars but to add to
them, was meant to complement the landscape.44 He also argues that the Doric temple
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should be seen as a cohesive unit: “… the temple interweaves qualities characteristic at
once of [various aspects]… and thus escapes being defined as any one of these so that it
can be seen purely as an articulated sculptural body…. Each [aspect of the temple’s
architecture] is separate, but all make one.”45 I agree with this conclusion and another,
that each aspect of a temple, proto-temple, or sacred structure is significant and
deliberately executed, and almost certainly meant to be regarded as a cohesive unit. In
this regard, I believe that orientation is no exception.
Renfrew’s 1985 publication on the sanctuary at Phylakopi, The Archaeology of
Cult, offered an essential framework regarding the archaeological identification of cult
spaces. He proposed that the presence of cult or ritual could indeed be inferred based on
the examination of material remains from a site.46 If an archaeologist is examining finds
from a “literate period,” then they have access to the added benefit of written documents
that may help to explain the examined religion by a participant.47 However, in the case of
Phylakopi and other prehistoric sites, the main criteria with which an archaeologist must
work to identify an area as having a cultic significance or presence are: “Study of nonverbal records, mainly depictions, which document either (a) the beliefs themselves, e.g.
portraying deities or mythical events; or (b) the cult practices carried out in the
community,” and “study of the material remains of cult practices, including structures
and symbolic objects and materials.”48 So, a sacred structure can be identified based on
the remains found in the area that pertain to cult activity or ritual. Furthermore, he
asserted that “structure in the belief system should engender pattern in cult practice, and
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it is this which we as archaeologists may hope to discern.”49 By using deductive
reasoning, an archaeologist can therefore determine whether ritual activity occurred in a
particular space, which thus aids in the identification of that space as sacred or not.
Specifically, this can tell us about the cult practice itself, the role cult occupied within the
larger religion and society of those who practiced it, and perhaps even the beliefs behind
the cult.50
Bogdan Rutkowski, in his book The Cult Places of the Aegean, has discussed the
orientation of some Mycenaean temples, but only in passing. He mentions that certain
temples were likely aligned to cult objects,51 and that of the Mycenaean structures whose
front doors face west, he, among others, has identified these as being temples.52 He
writes:
It is not known whether the direction of the temples’ façade depended on custom or not. In some
places their orientation may have been determined by the position of a sacred stone or rock…. But
the temples whose orientation (indicated by the side the entrance is on) is determined by the points
of the compass fall into two groups. In the one group (e.g. at Gournia, A. Triada, and probably
Myrtos) the entrance faces west, or (e.g. at Mallia, Eleusis, Pseira, Mycenae, Philakopi and
probably Keos) north-west, while in the other group (Tiryns) the entrance faces east. It would be
hard to believe that such a distinct orientation of the temples was a matter of pure chance. It seems
more than likely that the avoidance of north-facing entrances was in some way connected with
reasons involving the cult. It could be that the temple was built to face a certain direction because
the sun’s rays would then light up the temple entrance at a certain point in the cult rituals –
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perhaps at the start of the procession when the cult statue was being brought out of the temple. At
the moment, we can do no more than conjecture on this point.53

A major discrepancy in Rutkowski’s observations must be discussed, namely that his
classification of the orientation of the temples at Phylakopi and at Eleusis (i.e., Megaron
B) is to the north-west. Plans from Michael Cosmopoulos’ 2014 article on the religious
continuity at Eleusis from the LBA through the so-called Dark Age clearly show that
Megaron B is oriented to the south-east (Figure 2.7), by Rutkowski’s criterion that the
orientation is “indicated by the side the entrance is on.”54 This is also true for the temple
at Phylakopi, which is, according to Renfrew’s plan, oriented roughly east (Figure 2.4) –
if anything, slightly south-east.55 While this does not technically impede my argument, as
I am examining east-west alignment which is inclusive of temples and cult structures that
face east and west (see more specifics on alignment criteria in Chapter V), this
inconsistency could pose problems for an examination focused only on east-facing
structures. He reproduces the temple plans in question (i.e., the sanctuary at Phylakopi
and Megaron B at Eleusis) with the correct orientations, east and south-east, respectively,
but mistakenly categorizes them as facing north-west.56 However, this does not
necessarily detract from his overall statement regarding temple orientation, namely that it
specifically seems to avoid facing north, is likely aligned based on sacred terrestrial or
topographical features, and that this alignment is not, or could not, be by pure chance.
Alexander Mazarakis-Ainian’s work, From Ruler’s Dwellings to Temples, is the
most comprehensive and evidence-based work available regarding not only orientation,
but also the development of Greek sacred architecture in the so-called Dark Age, the
53
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post-palatial period. He focuses on architecture from this period and asserts that the
distinction between temples and rulers’ dwellings is not as clear as one might expect; he
states, “Despite the effort to draw a clear dividing line between cult buildings of all sorts
and ruler’s dwellings in EIA Greece, this has proven to be almost impossible. In fact, the
majority of criteria set forward in the previous pages concern both categories of
buildings.”57 Structures that housed a chieftain (basileus), remnants of the upper echelons
of Mycenaean society, seem to have an ambiguous function. Though this was not
necessarily the only purpose of the dwelling of a basileus, these structures perhaps
facilitated cult activity to a degree, ultimately giving rise to their architectural
transformation in the Geometric period. The wanax of the Bronze Age, however, almost
certainly played a role in cult practice, even an important one, as Linear B tablets
mentioning his role in ritual feasting (see above) and evidence for cult at the palatial
megara indicate.58 Both the rulers’ dwellings Mazarakis-Ainian discusses as well as other
kinds of cult structures from the EIA are associated with archaeological evidence that is
somewhat indicative of cult or ritual practice.59 Namely, these structures contain altars,
hearths, benches, animal bones, or manufactured objects (i.e., votives or votive-like
objects).60 These factors are indicative of the presence or actual activity of cult inside a
particular building.
On orientation specifically, Mazarakis-Ainian has only a brief paragraph on the
matter, drawing upon some of Mylonas’ earlier claims. Mylonas maintained that the
systematic orientation of LBA sacred structures were set in the direction of certain winds,
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or were oriented so as to avoid the gales of certain winds. Mazarakis-Ainian builds on
this idea, but with reference to EIA buildings:
The orientation of PG and Geometric cult buildings cannot serve as a criterion, for this was often
dictated by the climatic conditions, the landscape, or the available space. Many buildings follow
and E-W orientation, but the entrance is often situated to the W and not to the E as one would
expect. A N-S orientation is also a frequent occurrence, the entrance usually, but not always,
facing S in order to avoid the N winds.61

He provides no further analysis regarding the orientation of sacred structures, though one
of the clear tenets of his survey is that the line between sacred and domestic during the
EIA is blurred, at best;62 his only discussion of this feature is listed among many others as
possible identifying features of Protogeometric and Geometric cult buildings. While it is
possible that certain climatic and landscape features dictated the orientations of such
structures, neither Mylonas nor Mazarakis-Ainian take into account any other reasons.
If Mazarakis-Ainian is correct as to the function of many – if not most – of the
EIA structures he discussed as rulers’ dwellings, then a southern orientation would be
optimal for a domestic structure. For structures that have more of a ritual or sacred
purpose, the practical aspect of employing passive solar heating would be unnecessary, as
individuals presumably would not reside in areas demarcated specifically for cult activity
(this and the orientations of these structures will be discussed in further detail in Chapter
III). However, he also explicitly says that, “features such as orientation towards the E,
peristyles, altars, free-standing built structures or foundation sacrifices, which are usually
thought to characterize exclusively religious buildings, are also found in connection with
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secular constructions, such as rulers’ dwellings.”63 It is only towards the end of the eighth
century that an observable “systematization of the orientation to the E” comes to the
fore.64
To date, the only systematic analysis of the orientation of sacred structures in the
historic period has been done by Birgitta Bergquist, whose work concerns the Archaic
temenos, which includes temples, altars, peribolos walls, etc., but does not necessarily
focus on them. While the temenos bears discussion in terms of the orientation of sacred
space, the shape or form of the temenos is not nearly so consistent as that of the temple,
nor is it standardized. Bergquist called the cardinal orientation of a temenos a structural
feature, as it included the orientations of altars and temples that in some cases were
aligned similarly.65 To her, “the east orientation of the temple was probably influenced by
several considerations from the point of view of the cult and of associated concepts,”66
presumably referring to other sacred structures within the temenos, such as altars.
Furthermore, she wrote that, “an east orientation of the temple not only enabled the
worshipper’s contact with the image of the divinity in the temple, but also contact
between the image and the divinity in the east sky.”67 While this analysis is not
necessarily fallacious or unfathomable – certainly the role of certain celestial bodies,
namely the sun, cannot be avoided when discussing the dramatic effect sunrise and sunset
have on a cult statue in an east-west aligned temple – it misses the fact that the east-west
orientation, particularly with an east facing entrance, is prevalent not only in the Archaic
period, but also in the LBA and intervening periods. Bergquist’s discussion of temple
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orientation as a cultic function68 is certainly valid, yet does not consider other reasons for
it, as orientation is a vital piece of a temple’s architectural program. Despite this, a reason
for a temple’s orientation necessarily includes cultic significance, whatever it may be.
In 2007 Efrosyni Boutsikas conducted a statistical analysis on the orientations of
Greek religious and public structures in sanctuaries in order to determine whether or not
they were oriented towards celestial events or bodies that would have been visible to the
naked eye from the site. She counters Dinsmoor’s claim that “the striking majority of
Greek temples were oriented towards the rising sun…. [and] that 73% of the Greek
temples were oriented within 60˚ of due east.”69 The data in her study, 72 different
declinations of religious and public buildings, led her to claim that it is rather a small
majority that can be considered to be oriented within the solar range.70 One of the ways in
which she divided her data set was by the date of construction of a structure, ultimately
concluding that “no shift is detected in the distribution of the declinations between
consecutive periods.”71 However, her study examines structures built successively, that
do not necessarily change once per time period, such as the Samian Heraion, whose four
consecutive temples fall into either the Geometric or Archaic periods.72
Boutsikas’ study further revealed that previously held ideas about the orientation
of temples, namely that their orientation depended on their location or local topography,
the sun, or patron deity, are not necessarily as evident as one might expect. There is in
fact no preferred pattern of orientation based on geographic location, “that whichever
factor determined the orientation of religious structures, it was followed across Greece
68
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regardless of geographical location, regional traditions and local religious cults.”73 Not
only that, but temple orientation is evidently not connected to its location, date or
chronological period, or even the deity to which it was dedicated.74 Furthermore, she
claimed that Greek sacred structures’ orientation were not associated with the sun, but
with the rising of certain constellations, based on what she says is a preponderance of
literary evidence as well as her own data, ultimately concluding:
… we could argue that the temple orientations were determined by the association of the cult with
astronomical phenomena and thus that the cults, rituals and the astronomical correlation predated
the temples. Consequently, particular religious festivals may have been strongly linked to specific
constellations, and this link was strong enough to determine the temple orientation. The
orientation of the temple would therefore be unique and historically situated within the particular
cultural group who built it.75

This conclusion also seems to support my own (see Chapters III and V), specifically that
the east-west alignment displayed so consistently in the Geometric and Archaic periods,
was also a facet of LBA religious architecture. I expand on Boutsikas’ discussion of LBA
structures, as I include both cult buildings and megara, while she discusses just four of
the palatial megara. There is a definite hiatus in consistent religious architecture and
therefore orientation during the EIA, but the fact that neither location nor time period
seems to have any bearing on orientation continuity or change is not only significant but
should be further considered based on a different kind of statistical analysis, such as that
which I employ based on Alun M. Salt’s methodology.
Salt (see Chapter I for a brief introduction to his work) conducted a study of the
orientations of Archaic and Classical temples in Magna Graecia and on the Greek
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mainland by using Binomial Distribution to determine the probability that a group of
temples facing the same direction – or roughly in the same direction – would be random
(refer to Chapter V for a more specific definition of what constitutes an east-west
alignment). Binomial distribution is a kind of statistical analysis that allows for the
calculation of the probability of two outcomes: X and not X. Salt’s findings suggest not
only that the alignments of Archaic and Classical temples in Greece and Magna Graecia
demonstrate astronomical alignments, but also that the geographical differences between
them reflect different expressions of cultural or ethnic identity. Namely, this difference in
identity is between Greece and its Sicilian colonies of Magna Graecia. Salt specifically
focuses on temple alignments in Sicily, providing what he calls an “astronomical
fingerprint” that allows for an examination of the extent to which Greek culture carried
over into its western colonies.76 He uses statistical analysis to show that the “distribution
of temple orientations cannot be due to chance.”77 38 of 41 temples examined in Greece
face east, while in Sicily 40 of 41 temples face east.78 This number exceeds his original
hypothetical projection of 21 east-facing Sicilian temples, results which he considers
strikingly different than his projection for Greek temples.79
Additionally, Salt calls into question what we conceive of as east – that it “might
not mean just the eastern half of the sky. It may specifically refer to the range of the
horizon that the sun rises over,”80 as the measurements of the latter suggestion for Greece
and Sicily differ. Salt’s larger conclusion is that his results demonstrate a “significant
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preference for easterly orientations in the alignment of ancient Greek temples.”81 That
Sicilian temples present a 98% east-facing majority may be indicative of an ideal temple
form that was put into place by colonizing Greeks in an area that contained no previous
Greek building or cult significance. Mathematically speaking, the Binomial Distribution
he employs shows precisely that: a significant portion of the temples built in Greek
colonies on Sicily face east, which is not done randomly, but by choice. The probability
of 40 out of 41 temples facing east arbitrarily is 1:50,000,000,000 – astronomically small
odds.82 Salt’s analysis gives mathematical confirmation to the long held consensus among
Greek archaeologists that Greek temples face east for a reason, regardless of what that
reason may be.
Efrosyni Boutsikas and Clive Ruggles aimed in 2011 to suggest how we might
develop a robust and methodologically sound way to interpret “the role of astronomy in
Greek religious practice and perceptions of the cosmos,” using the temple of Artemis
Orthia at Sparta as a case study.83 The temple of Artemis Orthia is oriented to the east and
is so consistently, to a degree; after the Eurotas River flooded the site and destroyed the
earlier temple, which was oriented slightly to the northeast a newer one was constructed
towards the beginning of the Archaic Period, with its orientation shifted slightly, so that it
faced more to the southeast (Figure 2.8).84 Because it was reconstructed due to
destruction, it may have been reoriented “for functional reasons.”85 But, the orientation is
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still close enough to true east that both temple phases can still be considered to face east.
They also note that the horizon declination the temple of Artemis Orthia changed by six
degrees from 800 BCE to 600 BCE,86 but “is much too large to have been in response to
a shift in the stars after such a short time,”87 further reinforcing that the slight change in
orientation was not reliant on this declination shift. They connect the orientation of the
temple to what is known of certain events or festivals, relying primarily on Alcman’s
Partheneion of the mid-seventh century BCE, which describes rites that occur before
dawn: a procession occurs just before the sun rises when the Pleiades constellation is
visible above the horizon, upon which time a maiden summons the sun to ascend into the
sky.88 Boutsikas and Ruggles’ orientation analysis is significant in the body of
scholarship on this topic, as it is one of the only contemporary works that examines
orientation in terms of outside bodies. Primarily, they returned to the consideration the
influence of stellar and solar bodies, a concept left relatively unexplored since Lockyer
and Penrose’s late nineteenth century investigations, with Bergquist being somewhat of
an exception.
Nell presents a somewhat different view on the orientation of Greek temples. She
conducted a comparative analysis of eight Doric Greek temples using orientation data
collected from a GPS survey. From this she gave two hypotheses: 1) Greek temples are
oriented west, even though the cult statue faces east, and are aligned based on the sunset
either at the winter solstice or the equinoxes, and 2) there is a strong possibility that the
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length of each temple was determined by the same astronomical measuring process that
created the precise alignment of each temple.89 Greek Doric temples, she claims, are not
only aligned to the sun, but are also measured by it.90 While she seems to indict Scully’s
interpretation of temple orientation,91 she makes some surprisingly parallel contributions,
such as her statement that “temples served as terrestrial liaisons to many celestial deities.
Since the ancient Greeks made such reverent associations, we should expect that some
architectural components of their temples would embody direct connections to the
celestial sphere.”92 Nell concludes her discussion of other scholarship by observing that
no other scholar, at least by her research of scholarship up until 2003, had “offered
alignment hypotheses which [took] into account not only the survey tools available to 6th
century BC Greek architects, but also the intellectual level or architectural engineering
and astronomy necessary to execute such grand architectural orientations.”93 Knowledge
of the sun, she continues, would have been the easiest for ancient Greek architects to
learn because it is the most obvious and easily traceable celestial object. Therefore,
according to her, Greek temples were aligned to it.94
For the past 130 or so years, inquiry into the orientation of Greek temples has
focused either on orientation being derived from celestial, terrestrial, or cultural entities
or bodies, or on orientation with relation to Greek ritual practice. What this previous
work fails to do is to view orientation as an architectural feature within its full context;
although Bergquist calls orientation a structural feature, she does not discuss it within the
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same framework I employ. The only scholar who has done this at all is Scully, though his
attempts are at best misguided and based on faulty information. It is true that there are
many aspects to orientation that look outside the temple or the structure itself; there can
be no doubt that certain stars or the sun played a role in the mathematical alignment of
temples, or even in producing dramatic effects over the cult statue with the rising and
setting of the sun. The entrance to a Greek temple can face east or west, but it should be
noted here that virtually none face west, except some in Asia Minor. For the purposes of
this thesis, it is the east-west alignment that is significant, not necessarily whether a
temple faces east or west specifically; it is this alignment that is indicative of the trend
examined in this thesis. The fact that this alignment becomes noticeably standardized
concurrent with the standardization of temple architecture that coalesces first into the
Doric and Ionic orders, speaks to the necessity for further explanation.
As stated above, this paper investigates the idea that the common east-west
alignment of Archaic Greek temples on the Greek mainland is not only a key feature of
temple architecture, but is also connected to the political reach of the polis insofar as the
polis and standardized religious architecture develop simultaneously by the end of the
eighth century BCE.95 The arguably unprecedented establishment of the Greek temple at
this time, especially with regard to east-west temple orientation, demonstrates a
deliberate concerted effort to create a structure whose purpose was clearly identifiable by
its form and its direction. In order to further explain the origins of the Archaic Greek
temple, that is, the temple form as we know it, we must examine cult areas and cult
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buildings from the LBA and intervening periods. The east-west commonalities in the
orientation of sacred structures can be seen as far back as the LBA, where the
archaeological assemblages of those structures indicate that cult buildings tend to be
aligned on an east-west axis, suggesting a kind of architectural continuity that has not
been discussed before. While this continuity or similarity may seem to diminish the
importance of the role of the polis in this trend, it is the fact that this trend in orientation
occurs along with standardized architecture that bears the key distinction between LBA
and Archaic sacred structures. So, even though the LBA sacred structures also tend to be
aligned on an east-west axis, they are unlike their Archaic counterparts because they do
not display identifiable, consistent, or canonical architecture.
From earlier periods it is evident, especially in the LBA, that the east-west
orientation of sacred structures is significant in their designation as cult spaces. The postpalatial period in the EIA, on the other hand, shows no consistent orientation in structures
that are generally thought to have facilitated cult activity (though this might not have
been their primary function, and such structures may not have been religious at all),
giving credence to the idea that larger scale organized religion is connected to the
presence of an organized government or state. In the eighth century, the east-west
alignment of sacred buildings endures alongside the advent of the temple, conceivably a
vestige of its LBA predecessors, whose influence endured through the architecturally
chaotic period of the EIA.
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III. SACRED ARCHITECTURE OF THE LATE BRONZE AGE AND IRON AGE
The fourteenth through the eighth centuries BCE, encompassing the Late Bronze
Age, Early Iron Age, and Geometric period, demonstrate distinctive architectural trends
that influenced the Archaic temple plan, though the development of the temple is not
necessarily linear. Though the megaron plan of the LBA has been argued to be the likely
predecessor of the peripteral Doric temple plan (see Chapter IV below), there are long
intervening phases between the LBA and the Archaic period that warrant discussion.
While the similarities between the Doric and megaron plans are visible by their long,
rectilinear plans and in antis porches, this does not necessarily mean that the former
evolved from the latter or that such an evolution was direct or linear. It is important to
discuss each architectural period first within its own archaeological context, rather than
simply viewing each period as a predecessor, successor, or interruption of the other. In
order to fully appreciate both the development of sacred architecture and the
standardization of east-west temple alignment in the Archaic period, it is helpful to
examine the preceding LBA, EIA, and eighth century for possible parallels or insights.
LBA cult spaces can be divided into two categories: temples or cult places, and
the megaron. Both exhibit different distinct trends in orientation, though only the
megaron has a distinctive kind of architecture. LBA temples or sacred structures exhibit
fairly consistent east-west orientation, with east-west making up an 81% majority.
Megara however are predominantly oriented on a north-south axis, so only 22%96 of the
structures surveyed in this thesis are aligned east-west. The EIA, on the other hand, does
not exhibit the same level of architectural consistency, but does demonstrate a preferred
alignment for what are arguably used as cult buildings: east-west. Mazarakis-Ainian
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(discussed above in Chapter II and further below) has hypothesized that the EIA cult
places were actually the dwellings of post-palatial, tribal chieftains, but likely facilitated
limited cult or ritual activity. Then in the eighth century, when modest temples begin to
emerge, so does a certain degree of architectural consistency: the forms vary between
three major kinds (apsidal, long rectilinear, and short rectilinear; see Coldstream below),
but the orientations are, like their LBA predecessors and their Archaic successors, mostly
aligned on an east-west axis, but with a 58% east-west majority, not by any means an
overwhelming majority. Each of these phases in temple development illustrate both the
development of the Greek temple as well as that the consistency of orientation based on
either cultic significance or a relationship to ritual.

A. Megara, Cult Centers, and Temples
The sacred structures of the LBA come in various forms, none of which exhibit
standardized architecture, with the exception of the megaron. The palatial megaron in its
most familiar iteration is best exemplified by those seen at the major Late Helladic
Mycenaean palaces: Pylos, Tiryns, and Mycenae. However, there are more than simply
three of these kinds of buildings. Kjell Werner’s 1993 dissertation, The Megaron during
the Aegean and Anatolian Bronze Age, provides vital insight into the name, form, and
function of this structure. The word used to describe such structures, megaron, is
arguably a misnomer, but has come to describe the LH tripartite building with a round
hearth surrounded by four columns.97 In fact, Werner observed that “the term ‘megaron’
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very early and almost itself emerged to cover a need, a need to define or at least to
describe a certain type of building.”98
The megaron is not necessarily entirely unique in terms of its ground plan;
Werner also hypothesized that there were similar structures that may not have necessarily
been as architecturally refined as their palatial cousins atop citadels or acropoleis, but
were megaroid – like a megaron (Table 5.1, Figures 3.1 – 3.14).99 It is essential that the
cultic significance, or at the very least the cultic connections, of the megaron not go
unspoken. S. Lauffer has noted this along with Ione Mylonas Shear, among others,
namely that the megaron was both a seat of political power for the Mycenaean wanax or
king and also a space that could facilitate ritual.100 Werner’s definition of a megaron is
reproduced here:
A megaron is a building of elementary simplicity: rectangular, with the two longer side walls in
principle closed, subdivided in one bigger and one or two smaller rooms. The front usually opens
in a porch, formed by projections of the long walls and with some sort of support of the roof
(usually two columns) in front of it.
The megaron is shaped as a clear-cut “directional building”. The rooms are all situated in a row
with their entrances on the central axis…. The shape of the megaron is closed in itself, immobile,
static.101

This is a sufficient definition for what a megaron is architecturally, but the function of
this particular structure is also debated. Kilian has suggested that the existence of a larger
and smaller megaron, as seen at Pylos and Tiryns, indicated gendered space – that the
larger structure housed activities pertaining to male administration of the palace and the
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smaller was meant for female administration.102 The channel on the hearth in the
megaron at Pylos indicates some kind of libation ritual may have been performed there.
Literary evidence, namely from Homer’s Odyssey, provides most of the basis for
the idea that the megaron was a space that facilitated ritual. While the archaeological
evidence does not necessarily or conclusively confirm this, this possibility at this time
cannot be ruled out.. This very word was used by Homer, and then applied to this
particular structure by Heinrich Schliemann and later Carl Blegen.103 What is meant
specifically by Homer’s use of the word µέγαρον has been debated by various scholars,
but Book VII of the Odyssey does appear to describe a structure similar to that which we
now call a megaron.104 It is unknown whether this refers to that very structure, or a
different one we are unable to visualize. In order to better understand the connections
between Homer’s description of a structure and how that structure might actually look,
the description would need to be more robust. But, because that is not possible, new
literary evidence with a more detailed description of the megaron or even perhaps Linear
B references to the term and its function would help to determine whether Homer’s
megaron is indeed the structure to which we today refer to as a megaron.
Not only was the megaron a space with multiple functions, but it is the only type
of structure in the LBA, let alone the Bronze Age as a whole, that exhibits consistent,
standardized architecture and orientation, for the most part. While not every megaron or
megaroid structure was a sacred building, or even facilitated cult or ritual activity based
on the archaeological assemblages and lack of certain features like hearths, some were.
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Table 5.1 provides a list of all the megara and megaroid buildings of the LBA, examined
by Werner. Of the 18 structures that have probable, possible, or partial evidence for
ritual, considerably more than half are oriented on a north-south axis facing south (see
Chapter V below for a more in depth discussion of the statistical significance of this
trend).
It has been posited by certain scholars that the megaron was the dwelling of the
wanax, but this interpretation is based largely on the three main palatial megara; it is not
inclusive of other megaroid structures that may have also had a more domestic purpose.
But, the residence of the wanax certainly had a domestic function, and perhaps also some
ceremonial functions, too. The three main palatial megara indicate rather clearly the
existence of a monarch, who is more likely than not the individual with the title of wanax,
in Linear B tablets.105 The wanax appears to have had an administrative role, but is also
attested in Linear B tablets as aiding in ritual feasting, which may have occurred at or
near the palatial megaron.106 The megaron had some degree of cultic significance, even if
it was just that the space sometimes facilitated ritual or was the dwelling of a monarch
who was involved in ritual. The fact remains that this is an idea that has pervaded
scholarship about the wanax and the megaron, and therefore the megaron must be
considered as a structure with some cult significance or association, especially because it
exhibits standardized architecture.
Interestingly, in addition to having similar forms (and the palatial megara having
almost identical forms) most megara and megaroid structures are open to the south,
though their axial alignment should still be considered to be along the north-south axis. If
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these are to be considered dwellings, especially as Werner claimed not only that, “the
megara seem primarily to be dwellings,” but also that “the main impression of the
buildings is that the megaroid shape was chosen by the more prosperous people at the
settlements.”107 This distinction brings to mind the issue of passive solar heating, by
which dwellings would be efficiently heated or cooled during different seasons. Simply
put, passive solar heating is the most cost efficient and energy conservative method for
keeping one’s dwelling cool in the summer and warm in the winter. To do so, a structure
must face south and be open in that same direction. Based on the position of the sun
relative to earth at certain times of year, the structure will either trap or release heat
(Figures 3.15-3.17).108 This would certainly befit the interpretation of the megaron as
primarily a domestic structure, but it does not necessarily rule out that it could have also
had some ritual function.
Since most LBA megara and megaroid buildings generally demonstrate an
orientation consistent with one necessitated by passive solar heating, it then follows that
non-domestic structures would not necessarily require this orientation. In other words, a
cult building or temple would not require a south orientation or north-south alignment
that would allow for passive solar heating because it was not a dwelling, but a place
exclusively – or almost exclusively – meant for ritual activities. As it happens, a
considerable number, 81% (nine out of eleven) of those identifiable LBA cult buildings
are aligned on an east-west axis (Table 5.2 and Figures 2.4, 2.7, and 3.18 – 3.24).
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An essential work on the matter of LBA cult buildings is Spätmykenische
Stadtheiligtümer, by Gabriele Albers, which outlines the criteria for determining the
sacred or cultic nature of a structure from this time. Albers reviews earlier scholarship on
the criteria for identifying LBA Kultstätten, or places of worship. Previously, Hägg and
Kilian had differentiated criteria of finds or features in and around sacred structures,
based on the archaeological assemblages found (i.e., votives or figurines, ritual vessels,
images of deities, or altars or shrines).109 Renfrew’s work at Phylakopi placed more
emphasis on the archaeological findings, that is to say excavated artifacts or objects that
are able to better attest to actual ritual practice, for example, remains that would suggest
ritual feasting or sacrifice (see Chapter II above).110 In terms of LBA Stadtheiligtümer,
Albers notes that the homogeneity of such structures must be considered with one major
caveat: a lack of larger amounts of evidence.111 Furthermore and despite this, the majority
of these Kultstätten demonstrate what Albers wrote is “eine besondere – obwohl
unterschiedliche – architektonische Form der einzelnen Gebäude.”112 So, while there is a
certain degree of homogeneity, or perhaps one may venture so far as to say architectural
standardization, and therefore standardization of cult building axial alignment, there is
still enough variation to cast a reasonable doubt on the clarity of such a trend as the one
seen with Archaic temples.
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B. The Ambiguity of “Dark Age” Architecture
The period between the LBA and Geometric period may be referred to as a Dark
Age, though this moniker does not consider recent archaeological discoveries that show
that the Dark Age was not at all dark. In the period following the systems collapse of c.
1200 BCE, there is indeed a radical change in the way worship is preserved in the
archaeological record: there is no discernable pattern of architectural form that would
specifically determine whether or not a space was sacred. But, there were structures, such
as those at Lefkandi in Euboea and Nichoria, which both happen to be apsidal (Figures
3.28 and 3.33). It should be noted though, that these two structures are not sacred, but do
have some evidence of ritual; the structure at Lefkandi was turned into a heröon,
probably, and the one at Nichora has evidence of ritual occurring in its environs. The
forms of EIA buildings associated to some degree with ritual are not always indicative of
function. But, they tend to demonstrate a fairly consistent east-west alignment by a 71%
majority, though this is still less than the east-west aligned LBA cult buildings (Table 5.3
and Figures 3.25-3.42).
EIA society was organized into smaller nodes of communication and were led by
a basileus or chieftain as opposed to a wanax;113 EIA individuals would participate in
more localized cult activity led by local leaders, the basileis.114 While Fagerström
believed that certain features of EIA cult could be discerned,115 there is not any
substantial archaeological or architectural evidence to suggest that the cult buildings of
the EIA were nearly as standardized or structurally consistent as their LBA predecessors
or Archaic successors. This is not to say that cult activity stopped. On the contrary,
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worship continued, just not in the same fashion as before; its architectural manifestation
is however unclear.
Mazarakis-Ainian in 1988 wrote that the origins of the Archaic temple could be
found in rulers’ dwellings of the EIA. However, this article is slightly different from his
1997 work (see Chapter II) in that it outlines the formative stages leading up to the
inception of the Archaic temple. According to him, in the EIA ritual dining took place in
the dwelling of the chieftain, or basileus, perhaps a vestige of LBA ritual practice at or
around the megaron.116 Mazarakis-Ainian hypothesized that several settlements that
yielded eighth century temples, “urban temples,” as he called them, could be traced back
through to earlier architectural foundations of rulers’ dwellings.117 He divided these
structures into three categories:
1. Rulers’ dwellings serving for communal cult purposes which were at a certain
moment abandoned with the rest of the settlement, before the erection of a temple.
2. Rulers’ dwellings wchich served communal religious purposes and which were
finally replaced by a temple, usually built in the immediate vicinity.
3. Ruler’s dwellings, serving communal cult purposes, which were subsequently
transformed into temples.118

Type 1 can be seen in Unit IV-1 at Nichoria (Figure 3.33), Lefkandi (Figure 3.28), and
Building A from Smari on Crete (Figure 3.36). Type 2 can be seen at Aigeira (Figure
3.41), Koukounaries on Paros (Figure 3.34), and Eretria (Figure 3.35). Type 3 manifests,
for example, at Thermon (Figure 3.27). As stated above, 71% of EIA buildings with some
cultic associations conform to an east-west alignment. Like their LBA predecessors, cult
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buildings show a clear preference for east-west alignment, but are unidentifiable by their
form. While there are certain recognizable EIA forms such as rectilinear or apsidal
structures, the variation is too great to concretely determine architectural canons or
conventions.
The communal cult purpose that has been delineated by Mazarakis-Ainian poses
an interesting conundrum: what makes a building sacred? If we are to use the same
criterion for the megaron and megaroid structures (above, Section A), then the presence
of archaeological material and architectural features that indicate ritual or cult activity is
sufficient to establish at least partial sacred status. A rare example of an EIA ruler’s
dwelling with a hearth and archaeological evidence for cult activity is the one at
Nichoria, Unit IV-1. Animal bones were collected inside, but this case is unique, as it was
also a dwelling;119 other examples seen in Table 5.3 do not all necessarily exhibit
archaeological evidence for ritual. I consider LBA and EIA structures that housed cultic
function or ritual activity to be sacred – or at least non-sacred facilitators of cult – though
their original purpose was multifaceted and perhaps not originally meant for cult,
specifically. In other words, the communal cult aspect of EIA rulers’ dwellings, LBA
palatial megara, and even many of the megaroid structures that belonged to wealthier
inhabitants, may have become a necessary aspect of a structure’s function based on the
incorporated activities of those who utilized them. This stands in a rather telling
comparison with Archaic temples, whose religious and political purposes have direct
roots in the temples of the eighth century, and are not domestic in nature.
Iron Age structures that functioned as rulers’ dwellings but also showed evidence
for ritual activity should not, in my opinion, be called sanctuaries or temples because
119
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their function is ambiguous. But, other Iron Age spaces for worship, such as those at
Mount Lykaion in Arkadia, Olympia, and Isthmia, that contain altars but no temples
demonstrate evidence for ritual activity, indicating that a temple or specific building is
not necessary for a sacred space to be a sanctuary. As Mazarakis-Ainian has shown, it is
difficult to determine whether a structure dating to the time period between the LBA
collapse and the eighth century is sacred because of a lack of archaeological evidence.
While he believes that temples were largely synonymous with rulers’ dwellings in this
early period, there is little evidence in the assemblages uncovered to support this
conclusion fully.
Furthermore, Kåre Fagerström has claimed that 27% of excavated Iron Age
structures may be considered sacred, but not necessarily temples or sanctuaries.120 Some
of the structures he mentions include the so-called Heröon at Lefkandi, whose actual
function is at best ambiguous, the structures at Tourkovouni 1 and Lathouresa 3 (both in
Attica), and the LBA structure at Ayia Irini on Keos that was reused later in some cultic
capacity.121 Though, it should be noted that he specifically states that at least 25
structures are considered sacred, out of the some 70 structures discussed in his book. By
these values, 25/70 yields roughly 36%. Fagerström does not include his calculations or
any explanation as to how he achieved such a result.122 While this certainly does not
diminish the importance of his work, to include the specifics of his data would make this
conclusion about his findings clearer.
Catherine Morgan’s 1996 investigation of the development of Greek religion on
the mainland from LHIIIC to the Early Protogeometric in From Palace to Polis? revealed
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that, “In all of the cases presented [Isthmia, Amyklai, Kalapodi, Olympia, and shrines in
the Argolid], it is notable that the nature of the material record was little changed from
Mycenaean times.”123 Her research also showed that no major changes occur in the
material record beginning in LHIIIC until the tenth century124 – a significant observation
in terms of Mazarakis-Ainian’s work on the so-called Dark Age that spans from LHIIIC
through to the end of the PG, as many of the structures he discusses date to the tenth
century BCE. The appearance of shrines, or newer shrines at least, at the beginning of
this period suggests to Morgan that Greek society on the mainland had undergone, or was
beginning to undergo, “a process of re-appraisal of community identity as palatial
authority crumbled and shifted.”125 If we take into account Mazarakis-Ainian’s thesis,
that temples developed from earlier rulers’ dwellings where some cult activity may have
been facilitated, then a critical interpretation amalgamates: that Morgan’s “re-appraisal of
community identity” continues through 900 BCE, but materializes through the formation
of the polis. The connection between the development of the state, state religion, and
religious architecture, may have ultimately given rise to the canonical architectural
Archaic temple plan, inclusive of its east-west orientation.

C. The Eighth Century
The eighth century was not only a critical period of transition out of the so-called
Dark Age and into the historic period, but was also a time of what may seem like
exceptional architectural and social development relative to previous centuries (see
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Chapter IV below).126 The eighth century developments of the temple form and polis may
have roots in the EIA, as Mazarakis-Ainian has proposed – that ruler’s dwellings
eventually evolved into temples around the eighth century, during social, economic, and
political development. The early temples of the eighth century begin to exhibit
architectural standardization of form, but mainly with respect to their shape or ground
plan. Interestingly, while the typical temple form first begins the process of developing
into the rectilinear form that would eventually be standardized, only 56% of early (eighth
century) temples conform to the east-west alignment trend seen for cult buildings in the
EIA and LBA (see Table 5.4 and Figures 3.43 – 3.55).
Coldstream stated early on in his discussion of the development of the temple as
we know it today that, “the Greek temple, as an independent and freestanding structure, is
largely a creation of the eighth century.”127 After the collapse of Mycenaean civilization,
“traces of domestic religion disappear[ed].” Although, Mycenaean religious practices
placed emphasis on, but did not necessarily center around, communal cult in the dwelling
of a ruler, this did not necessarily put an end to religious practice, as it likely continued in
a similar manner in the EIA, but on a smaller, more localized scale 128 That religion or
cult activity becomes a political tool in the Archaic period that signifies its importance in
social organization and development. The social stratification seen in eighth century
burials, the increase of overall wealth, and the advent of the temple plan based on
domestic architecture, essentially enhanced the position of the aristocracy. This new
sociopolitical and economic class not only likely contributed to the creation of the polis
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through the unification of smaller communities, but its maintenance as well, with religion
serving as a tool to accomplish such maintenance. Key sanctuary sites could serve to
unify groups of people who worshipped a common deity.
The eighth century brought three distinctive, but related temple plans to the fore:
1) a small rectangular or square-like shape, 2) a long apsidal hall, and 3) a long
rectangular hall. Coldstream reiterated an older view regarding the third form, saying that
it is “the descendant of the Mycenaean megaron, and the ancestor of Doric and Ionic
temples.”129 Barletta disagrees, maintaining that anta-type buildings are the origin for the
common peripteral temple plan. While Coldstream mainly here discusses the long
rectilinear temple plan, this plan in particular would eventually be surrounded by a
peristyle, a typical feature of a Doric or Ionic temple. These structures, or early temples,
were part of sanctuary sites, which emerged as separated, demarcated religious spaces
whose locations became indicative of polis control or influence.
Coldstream’s discussion of the Samian Heraion (including cardinal directions) in
its first iteration, the Hekatompedon, is significant because it faces an earlier altar to the
east (Figure 3.44).130 Not all eighth century or Archaic temples face an altar, despite an
east-west axial alignment. There are also eighth century temples that face altars, which
are not oriented on an east-west axis, such as those at Emporio on Chios, Tiryns, and
Eretria (Figure 3.39). However, the presence of an earlier altar is a possible cause for a
particular orientation, as a temple could be constructed to face its altar.131 As for the
small majority of eighth century temples aligned on an east-west axis, while 59% is still
technically a majority, it still does not necessarily demonstrate a true trend like larger
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majorities do in other time periods examined in this thesis (see Chapter V). Regardless of
the many causes for temple alignment, the fact that it becomes standardized as a part of
religious architecture is inescapable.
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IV. FORMATION OF THE POLIS AND THE STATE SANCTUARY
The preference towards an east-west temple alignment, as shown in Chapter III
above, perseveres throughout and beyond the so-called Dark Age until the advent of the
typical peripteral temple plan (i.e., the Archaic Greek temple as we know it). This
confirms Boutsikas’ earlier conclusion that time period does not have a bearing on a
structure’s orientation.132 I have shown that the eighth century was a critical period in
Greece, for architectural and religious development, but it was also a critical time for
political development as well.
The establishment of the polis, which coincides with the monumentalization of
sacred architecture, is important for our understanding of temple orientation because its
influence or control over a temple or sanctuary manifests itself architecturally through
canonical forms. The development of this architecture, though it may have LBA
antecedents, largely begins in the eighth century and demonstrates that a majority of
temples or proto-temples, as it were, were oriented east-west; in short, they begin to
exhibit standardized architecture by the end of the eighth century. This is the key
distinction between prehistoric and historic temples: whatever the reason may be for their
east-west alignment preference, that preference truly becomes a canonical element of
temple architecture once temple architecture is standardized and employed by the polis.

A. Development of Archaic Temple Architecture
The Doric cella bears some general resemblance to the largely tripartite and
rectilinear plan of the Mycenaen megaron. The so-called temples or cult structures of the
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LBA and EIA Aegean discussed above in Chapter III seem to show a dynamic
architectural evolution; we might expect the EIA not to demonstrate architectural
consistency or orientation, but only part of this is the case. Like earlier LBA cult
structures, those dating to the EIA demonstrate little to no standardized architectural
form, but a majority of these structures are also aligned on an east-west axis (Table 5.3).
While the megaron is more of a multi-purpose structure and does not necessarily have
only a sacred function, the development of the peripteral temple ultimately culminates in
the Doric or Ionic temple form. The Archaic temple generally maintains the east-west
alignment of LBA and EIA structures whose identifiable function is cultic. These
connections certainly bear significance; the Archaic temple form may even demonstrate a
later conflation of Mycenaean cult and political structures (see Chapter III above), either
as a way to keep alive the vestiges of the distant past or as a kind of appropriation of the
functions of earlier structures in order to demonstrate a political connection between polis
and temple – a connection discussed further in this chapter.
On the issue of LBA influence on the Archaic temple plan, Dinsmoor first
claimed that, “even the grouping of the portico and of the megaron behind, on the same
longitudinal axis, is the same which was afterwards revived by the Greeks for their
temples.”133 While he does not discuss the orientation of the LBA megaron, which
actually tends towards a north-south alignment facing south, the implicit observation in
his statement still stands: Archaic temple plans, to a degree, resemble the megaron plan.
Barletta, however, has concluded that it is more likely that the temple plan arose from
anta-type buildings during the preceding periods, namely the later part of the IA.134 The
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similarity of the ground plans between the temple and megaron, if there were a degree of
architectural continuity (there is not), might suggest a revival or “deliberate effort… to
imitate Mycenaean forms.”135 It should be noted however that the east-west alignment of
sacred structures is transmitted without apparent interruption to the Archaic temple from
the LBA. But, since most megara are oriented on a north-south axis, it is unlikely that
their orientation influenced the orientation of later temples.
The development of the temple plan is significant in our discussion of orientation,
because both the plan and its orientation became standardized together, but we must
remember that despite this importance, the temple was not the focal point of a sanctuary –
it was the altar. Altars play a significant role in the development of the temple and its
place in the sanctuary, especially as it is sometimes incorporated as an element of the
temple itself. Dinsmoor wrote that this relationship is not necessarily dependent on
whether the altar predated the temple. Temples postdate altars in terms of religious or cult
significance, as they sheltered the cult statue or object, among other possible purposes as
well. Dinsmoor asserts correctly that the altar was originally the focal point of the
sanctuary because it was a place where ritual sacrifice was actually performed. To him
(and most scholars), altars and temples have “a more or less formal relationship.”136
Some temples were at first constructed near an altar without much regard for it, and the
altar was eventually “revised to conform to the temple.”137 In other instances, the temple
and altar were originally in line with one another, after which by any number of years, the
temple may have been moved to a different area, leaving the altar as a standalone
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architectural element of the sanctuary – the altar being the focal point of sacrificial and
therefore sacred rites, as well as the ritual focus at a religious site.
As for the topic of temple and altar orientation or alignment specifically,
Dinsmoor observed that Greek temples generally were oriented to the east and that altars
also generally faced in this direction.138 Bergquist later also found this in her study of
altars and temples in the Archaic Greek temenos, noting that “the east-west orientation of
a temenos enclosing an east-west temple-and-altar set… i.e., a coinciding direction of the
longitudinal extension of the enclosed element, the temple-and-altar set, and of the
enclosure, the temenos, seems to be a generic structural feature.”139 She concluded,
among other things, that there are 24 primary instances of axially positioned temple-andaltar sets (temples with corresponding altars or vice versa), while there are only eight
primary instances of non-axially positioned temple-and-altar sets.140 The location and
alignment of the altar in addition to the placement of the temple due west of the altar was
dependent on ritual.141 As previously discussed (Chapter II), Bergquist also eventually
succumbed to the explanation that the east-west alignment of temples, altars, and temene
were related to the position of the sun. While this interpretation is not invalid, and may
well be correct, it is incomplete. At this point in the discussion of the development of
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temple architecture, regardless of the impetus for such axial alignment, the fact remains
that the altar and temple seem to evolve together in comprising elements of a sanctuary.
The development of the temple plan not only includes influence from prior time
periods, but also largely depends on the rise of monumental architecture. The Archaic
Greek temple is a monumental structure typically constructed from permanent materials
(i.e., stone). Barletta claimed that the use of stone in temple construction in Greece did
not fully appear until well into the seventh century, and that mud-brick tended to be the
preferential building material in Greece during the EIA through the seventh century,
though it was used on top of stone foundations.142 Not only that, but the preference in
material may have been regional, as the two Corinthian temples, the temple of Apollo at
Corinth and the temple of Poseidon at Isthmia (Figure 4.1) used great amounts of large,
worked stone blocks in the first half of the seventh century, while other Peloponnesian
temples employed mud-brick into the sixth century, such as the 590 BCE temple of Hera
at Olympia.143 Despite any regional discrepancies in building materials, this did not
necessarily change the ground plan of Archaic temples, particularly those in the Doric
style. Building material also seems to have no bearing on a temple’s orientation, which
remains consistent throughout the Archaic period.
Another defining feature of a proper Archaic Greek temple is a peristyle, which
Barletta noted was used sporadically before and during the seventh century. While there
is a peristyle of sorts around the apsidal Heröon (or whatever it may be) at Lefkandi, the
fact that this feature only appears in two Late Geometric structures is, according to
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Mazarakis-Ainian, indicative of a symbolic function.144 The eighth century wooden
peripteros around the temple of Artemis at Ephesos (Figure 4.2), now dated to the
seventh century, is the only sure example of a peripteral temple from this earlier period.
More discussion of the Heröon at Lefkandi may help to shed more light on the
development of the peristyle, pending a clearer picture of the structure’s function. There
is another example of a Geometric peristyle from the apsidal temple of Artemis at Ano
Mazaraki in Achaia (Figure 4.3), but this so-called peristyle stops before the front
porch.145 The Archaic temple of Poseidon at Isthmia may be another example of an
earlier, mid-seventh century peripteral temple plan, though the existence of an actual
peripteros is contested; the original excavator, Broneer, initially believed that it was a
peristyle, but more recent evidence and criticism of this maintain that this feature may
have been a terrace.146 Regardless, the peristyle seems to have no bearing on a temple’s
orientation, but is still a key feature in the development of the Archaic temple plan.
The development and spread of monumental sacred architecture across Greece
occurred in parallel to the development and rise of the polis. Though Barletta’s discussion
deals specifically with the development of temple architecture and the typical Archaic
temple plan, she also recognizes that earlier architectural remains from the EIA “betray a
period of experimentation.”147 As far as the tripartite cella form is concerned, there is not
necessarily any continuity or strong ties to preceding EIA or LBA structures, though the
similarities between the tripartite cella plan and the Mycenaean megaron are visible
(Figure 4.4). There is, however, architectural continuity in the sense that the east-west
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axial alignment of sacred structures persists. So, despite the fact that the development of
the Archaic temple does not follow a linear evolution or path, there is an element of
consistency. The eighth century, a critical time of architectural development – though it is
really by the end of this century that the architectural predecessors of the Doric and Ionic
plans can be seen – was also critical for the dawn of the city-state and its establishment.
The temple, usually as a part of a sanctuary fulfilled different political and religious roles
for the polis (discussed below) based on its location.

B. The Polis and the Sanctuary
It is important to discuss the temple in terms of its relationship with a particular
polis. The control or influence the polis had over sanctuaries may be considered an
impetus for the consistent east-west temple orientation that becomes apparent alongside
the development of canonical sacred architecture. The geographic location, time period,
and deity worshipped at a temple have no bearing on changes or continuations of a
temple’s orientation.148 This would appear to be true, as the various types of sanctuaries
and their proximity to the urban nucleus of the polis do not affect the axial alignment of a
temple; east-west is an architectural standard that perseveres, despite a temple’s nuanced
function or purpose, further indicating that this kind of alignment is also connected to the
relationship between a polis and its temples.
Consistent east-west orientation of temples appears clearly by the end of the
eighth century BCE (Table 5.4), providing a stark juxtaposition between temples and
earlier EIA structures – with arguably ambiguous functions, which Mazarakis-Ainian has
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shown – which had no standardized ground plans.149 The development of the polis that
begins in the eighth century eventually crystallizes in the Archaic Period, with temple
development mirroring the polis development, as temples begin to take on more political
functions. Anthony Snodgrass notes the concurrence between construction of the temple
and establishment of the polis,150 though it may well be that this is due to a deliberate
effort on the part of the aristocracy. The mid- to late eighth century is of particular
significance for an examination of the Greek temple, as both the classic temple form and
function begin to come into existence during this time. Snodgrass in Archaic Greece
makes a case for the eighth century as a focal point in discussing the Archaic temple:
The one recurrent feature that [Archaic Greek temples] share is that, where
archaeological investigation has proved possible, the date at which cult appears to begin
is most often the eighth century. They thus illustrate the most striking fact about the
developments of this era, their relative permanence. Almost all the features which
appeared in Greek life at this time, and the total structure which they composed, had
come to stay. Very few innovations were abortive, and the more successful of them lasted
till the downfall of the ancient world over a thousand years later. One can claim even
more for some of the: they enrich mankind to this day.151

Christiane Sourvinou-Inwood makes the point that the changes occurring between what
she calls the Dark Age and the eighth century did not “entail a change in ritual or in the
perception of sacred space.”152 According to my own data, she appears to be correct in
the sense that a majority of EIA cult structures are oriented east-west, which is
undeniably yet somehow connected to Greek cult (see Table 5.3). She claims that Greek
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sanctuaries developed from the so-called Dark Age to begin to coalesce in the eighth
century as part of a continuous process of development “without rupture,” and that the
increase in temple quantity occurred within “a set of circumstances of which the
emergence of the polis was the most important.”153
Snodgrass claims that multiple phenomena related to the development of Greek
society, not limited to but inclusive of the polis, occurred simultaneously in the eighth
century.154 Not only was there a dramatic rise in population beginning circa 800 BCE, but
this growth and the rate at which it occurred allowed more frequent communication and
thus quicker diffusion of ideas. This boom in population and communication necessitated
a more complex social organization that gave way to what Snodgrass terms a mandatory
political change.155 This also allowed the aristocracy to gain control as the socioeconomic
class that would lead the polis. With political change and more complex social
organization came the necessity for religious change too, at least a change in religious
space and the organization thereof.
Various scholars have proposed different categories of sanctuaries based on their
broader function and location within or without of the polis. Snodgrass details three main
kinds of sanctuaries: panhellenic, polis, and ethnos. Panhellenic sites, such as Olympia,
Delphi, and Delos, not only have large numbers of dedications, but also “combined
exceptional religious importance with relative remoteness from any great centre of
power,”156 allowing each participating polis to interact on neutral ground. Snodgrass’
second type, the polis sanctuary, is divided into two further types: ones that are situated
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in the urban center or on an acropolis, and ones that are a short distance outside the urban
center, such as the temples of Hera at Argos and Samos (Figures 4.5 and 4.6).157 Any
number of poleis might frequent a panhellenic sanctuary site, but the polis sanctuary was
the responsibility of the particular polis in which it was located. It is likely that members
of the aristocracy in a particular polis were ultimately in charge of constructing and
maintaining these sanctuaries.
Snodgrass’ third type, the ethnos sanctuary, “varied greatly in importance, and
few attracted the quality and quantity of dedications of an Olympia [i.e., a panhellenic
sanctuary].”158 An ethnos, according to Snodgrass, “in its purest form… was no more
than a survival of the tribal system into historical times: a population scattered thinly over
a territory,” but not necessarily lacking a united religious, cultural, or political
practices.159 While an ethnos could have its own sanctuary, like a polis, the ethnos would
often be in the countryside or tucked away on mountaintops, such as certain ones
primarily in Arkadia and Boeotia (sanctuaries at Tegea, Lousoi, and Mavriki in Arkadia,
Thebes and Mount Ptoön in Boeotia, Thermon in Aetolia, and Philia in Thessaly).160
The monumentalization of these temples, panhellenic, polis, and ethnos, began to
occur in the seventh century. The construction of temples out of durable materials
signifies the logical next step in the development of Greek religion—it was the natural
consequence of the state adopting responsibility for the cult of its patron deity.”161
Snodgrass writes that, “in these impressive architectural projects, we can surely see not
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only the self-assertion but also the incipient rivalry of the new-born states.”162 Indeed, the
polis sanctuary is an embodiment of the political reach of the polis itself.
Perhaps the most seminal work on the classification of sanctuaries and their role
in the development of the polis is François de Polignac’s La naissance de la cité greque.
He contends that sanctuaries – extraurban (rural), periurban (suburban), and urban – were
key features in distinguishing what constituted the polis; he employs archaeological
evidence to demonstrate the interwoven nature of Greek politics and religion, a novel
analysis in 1984. De Polignac first focuses on extraurban sanctuaries, which he claims are
the key to defining the polis. He writes that extraurban sanctuaries were often placed at
the limits of the polis, acting as boundary or territory markers and, “l’étendue des terres
contrôlées par la communauté dont depend le sanctuaire.”163 164 To him, the organization
of cult space that begins in the eighth century BCE cannot be overlooked in terms of its
relation to the formation of the Greek city-state.165 However, De Polignac’s focus rests
not only on the extraurban sanctuary, but also on the urban. “La cité bipolaire,” or a polis
with two focal sanctuaries, marks the formation of a proper city-state.166 These two poles,
one in the heart of the polis and one at its boundary, therefore balance the eighth century
urban and rural inhabitants and areas that would eventually coalesce into the polis as it is
known from the Archaic Period.167
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A key challenge to de Polignac’s work comes from Sourvinou-Inwood, who
claims primarily that he “falsifies radically the ancient realities” by asserting that the socalled Dark Age contained no defined sanctuaries.168 The changes from the EIA on
through to the eighth century BCE, to her do not invalidate the fact that communal cult
was conducted in a separate space, as there are clear sacred spaces in Greece going back
even to the LBA. Rather, the sanctuary as Sourvinou-Inwood sees it develops out of a
continuous process of changes that “do not entail a change in ritual or in the perception of
sacred space,”169 and is not an unprecedented development unique to the eighth century.
She further argues that “[Dark Age sanctuaries] were not rustic or isolated, but were
located either in, or in the vicinity of, a settlement – it is not always clear which.
Consequently, it would appear that the Greek sanctuary in all its three forms, intramural,
periurban and extraurban, emerged in the Dark Ages.”170
Catherine Morgan has written prolifically on the subject of polis development and
its relationship to cult and the continuity of cult, and has provided invaluable insight into
investigations of cult, its continuity, and those manifestations in the material record.
While she does not specifically discuss temple architecture or form, various ideas from
her work bear repeating.
In Early Greek States Beyond the Polis, Morgan focuses on ethnos sanctuaries
physically outside of the Greek polis, using the sanctuary site of Kalapodi in Phokis as an
example of a sanctuary with a cult system. Namely, she claims that Phokis “illustrates
how localized cult organization, themselves, dynamic entities, can be drawn together
within wider regional systems and thus come to operate in an ever more complex fashion
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as arenas for the expression of different forms of group identity.”171 She does not pay
specific attention to temples, rather focusing on sanctuaries and shrines as loci for cult
systems. However, she does acknowledge previous arguments regarding temple or
sanctuary location, stating that while poleis did use sanctuaries, temples, and shrines to
emphasize the boundaries of the polis, to say that this is the only purpose of such
placement would be “simplistic and indeed, many ethne made sophisticated use of shrine
locations to mark routes and boundaries through and within the palimpsest of ‘territories’
that defined the various forms of activity undertaken by groups within them.”172 She
continues, arguing that it is clear that shrines were used to connect Greek communities on
multiple levels by the end of the Archaic period.173
Morgan also makes special mention of the eighth century as a critical period,
confirming what has been said by Snodgrass, de Polignac, and Coldstream. Not only does
she acknowledge that archaeological evidence for a so-called renaissance on the Greek
mainland is plentiful and unavoidable, but she also notes that the boom in construction of
urban and rural shrines – though she makes no mention of temples, specifically – and the
increase in number and kind of votive offerings occur simultaneously with one another
and with another key development: “the appearance of recognizable temple
architecture.”174 This, she claims, “[sets] the stage for the emergence of polis religion,
with at least the tacit implication that development thereafter followed a more familiar
course.”175 Furthermore, one of her main arguments is that sanctuaries are articulations of
“group identity within the changing social and political geography of communities and
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regions,” using Phokis, Arkadia, and Thessaly as case studies.176 While the ethnos can
also be considered a political grouping, though it was certainly not as tightly knit as a
polis, its sanctuaries were where a number of significant developments occurred. The
growth of the ethnos sanctuary and the polis were concurrent with one another, and this
growth includes architectural development.
As temples develop throughout the eighth century, their orientations become
visibly consistent. In order to further understand the significance of these developments,
examining statistical analyses of temple or sacred structure groupings from each major
time period from the LBA to the Archaic period could be instructive. In discerning the
probability that the number of east-west oriented sacred structures – which in most cases
comprise the majority within a set – are oriented that way randomly, it becomes clear that
this trend is mathematically significant. It will also become evident that the east-west
alignment characteristic of Archaic Greek temples is not only characteristic of their
eighth century counterparts, but it is also a continuous trend throughout the LBA and
even the EIA.
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V. STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF TEMPLE ALIGNMENTS
The various points of discussion in the previous chapters have given an overview
of the current state of affairs in scholarship regarding temple orientation and provided
both archaeological and historical contexts from which the Archaic temple archetype
developed. Many scholars have discussed orientation or alignment, positing that temples
face the sunrise, sunset, or other kinds of celestial or topographical bodies. I argue that in
addition to these possibilities, it is also the case that standardized temple architecture was
a feature of the standardization of religious practice by the polis. In order to support this
idea, I have conducted a statistical analysis of LBA cult buildings and megara (because
the latter have some evidence for the facilitation of cult activity, albeit ambiguous), EIA
cult facilities, eighth century temples, and Archaic Greek temples spanning the Greek
mainland, Peloponnese, Ionian Islands, Cycladic Islands, and Western Anatolia (Ionia).
What statistical analysis, namely a Binomial Distribution, can tell us is the overall
significance of a trend (i.e., Archaic Greek temples tend to align on an east-west axis) in
addition to the probability that such a trend is random. For example, Dinsmoor wrote:
… even when altar and temple were in line, with the step or platform located on
the west side of the altar so that the officiating priest could face towards the east, he rarely at the
same time looked toward the temple; usually his back was toward the temple front and the statue
within, as these likewise faced eastward toward the rising sun…. A temple at Artemisium in
Euboea was actually named that of Artemis Prosoea (“who faces east.”) From this custom arises
the term “orientation,” primarily applied to the direction of the axis of a temple. In actual fact, the
axes of Greek temples box the entire compass; but more than 80 per cent run, if not exactly
east-and-west, at least within the arc formed on the horizon between the sunrise directions at
the summer and winter solstices. It seems that most temples were laid out to face the sunrise on
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the actual day of their foundation, presumably the festival day of the divinity; a minority faced in
other directions for special reasons of site, tradition, or relation to other buildings.177

Unfortunately for my investigations, Dinsmoor does not explain how he achieved the
calculation of 80% east-west aligned Greek temples. However, the fact remains that the
preference towards this particular alignment is a visible and attested by numerous
scholars. While it can be assumed that Dinsmoor examined all available temples for his
seminal work, the total number of temples in a data set can actually affect the
mathematical results. While the percentage may be the same, the probability that X
number out of Y temples are aligned east-west is random will vary depending on the
values of X and Y, so to speak. Therefore, had Dinsmoor included more information
regarding his calculations, information which he no doubt had, we may be better suited to
utilize his results.
The reason a Binomial Distribution may be helpful is because it measures the
likelihood of just two outcomes, such as A or not A. In this case, it is that a temple or cult
building is oriented on an east-west axis or that it is not, the latter necessarily being a
north-south orientation. I have borrowed from Alun M. Salt’s methodology in that I am
conducting such an analysis for a population, that is, a distinct group of structures whose
quantity is finite. Due to the architectural similarities (i.e., ground plans and shape)
between the LBA megaron and the Archaic temple, I have included the megaron or
megaroid structures with evidence for ritual, either possible, probable, or sure (see
Chapter III). Actual temples or cult places dated from the Aegean Bronze Age are treated
as their own separate category, as the trends of their orientations differ. EIA cult
buildings that have been shown by Mazarakis- Ainian to contain evidence for ritual or
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cult activity, as well as eighth century temples, or early temples (also see Chapter III),
will also be discussed. Finally, I will discuss the alignment trends in Archaic Greek
temples and compare the results diachronically.

A. Methods
It is necessary to define what is meant by an east-west axial alignment. Salt’s
calculations include more precise measurements of temple alignment, coordinates and
values to which I do not have access. Nevertheless, I have designed a manner by which
temple orientation can be measured, based on the archaeological and architectural plans
done by other scholars. The necessary elements for this are a plan of the structure and a
key on that plan that designates either one or all four of the cardinal directions.
I have conceived of each cardinal direction as lying on the axes of a Cartesian
plane. Each specific orientation then corresponds to one of the four quadrants on the
plane, which are counted counterclockwise: between east and north corresponds to
quadrant I, between north and west to II, between west and south to III, and finally
between south and east to IV. If we conceive of the Earth as a sphere, measuring 360˚
around, each quadrant then represents a quarter, or 90˚. Directions such as northeast,
northwest, southeast, and southwest correspond to a 45˚ split between each cardinal
direction (Figure 5.1). Orientations such as north-northwest, etc. therefore focus on a
south-north alignment and will not be considered as east-west, even if the word is
included in the nomenclature of an alignment. This alignment distinction applies to all the
cult structures examined in this thesis. Some structured listed are included more than
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once to account for separate building phases. Some sites also contain multiple cult
structures, which are also included in my analysis.
The method employed to calculate the probability that certain patterns of
orientation are or are not random is, as previously said, Binomial Distribution. To
calculate the standard deviation of the population (i.e., data set), with the standard
deviation represented as σ , where σ = (npq) and n is the total number of temples in the
set, p is equal to the probability178 that a temple is aligned on an east-west axis, and q is
€
€
equal to the probability that a temple is not aligned on an east-west axis (i.e. that it is

aligned on a north-south axis). Because there are only two possibilities of orientation,
namely “aligned east-west” and “not aligned east-west (so aligned north-south),” both p
and q are equal to 0.5, as there are two mutually exclusive outcomes.
The next step after calculating the standard deviation is to create a Binomial
Distribution plot to visualize how usual or unusual it is for a sacred structure to be
oriented in a particular way. In the case of Archaic temples, this kind of graph would
illustrate how unusual it is for a temple that is not oriented on the east-west axis or within
the prescribed boundaries of that axis. In order to calculate this curve (more commonly
known as a bell curve), each value of p, q, n, and k must be substituted into the standard
Binomial Distribution equation (below). The value of k is equivalent to the number of
temples that are aligned east-west – temples that conform to the outcome assigned to p.
Values of n and k vary depending on the data set discussed. The Binomial Distribution
plot can be obtained from the following equation where P stands for probability:

⎛ n⎞
⎛ n⎞
n!
P = ⎜ ⎟ p k (1 − p) n −k , where ⎜ ⎟ =
⎝k ⎠
⎝ k ⎠ k!( n − k )!
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⎟ p (1 − p)
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So,
The value of k can vary, but because this analysis measures the likelihood of p within a

€
set population, k cannot be larger than n, the total number of structures in the set. Such
variation, 0 ≤ k ≤ n , can account for any number of temples in the population.
After this part of the process is complete, the probability that k number of temples

€
are aligned east-west purely randomly can be calculated. Recall that for Salt, the odds
that 40 out of 41 Sicilian Greek temples faced east randomly were one out of fifty billion.
While the probabilities I have calculated are considerably larger than one in fifty billion,
some of them are still quite small, meaning that it is generally unlikely that the outcome p
would be random. In other words, cult structures spanning from the LBA to the Archaic
period are not aligned randomly and are therefore most likely, and mathematically,
aligned deliberately on an east-west axis.

B. Results and Discussion
Each data set was derived from a list of randomly selected temples, in order to
better show that the consistent east-west alignment in Greek cult buildings or temples is
not random. 86 structures have been examined. The first data set (Tables 5.1 and 5.1a) of
LBA megara and megaroid structures with probable, possible, or partial cult associations,
as per Werner (see Chapter III above) reveals an interesting twist; the focus of this
investigation thus far has been the east-west alignment, rather than the north-south. But,
of the 18 total structures that fit in this megaron-megaroid designation, the majority of
them are aligned on a north-south axis. Two of these structures, the palatial megaron at
Pylos and House 3 at Mouriatadha, in Messenia, are both aligned perfectly on a
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northwest-southeast axis, making it difficult to determine orientation based on the
Cartesian designation I have outlined above (Figure 5.1). So, I have accounted for this
ambiguity by conducting two probability calculations for this set. In the event that six
structures are oriented east-west and 12 north-south (33% of the population analyzed
aligned east-west), the probability that they are randomly oriented this way for either
outcome is 1:14, a relatively large probability. If the ambiguously aligned structures are
aligned on a north-south axis, rather than an east-west one, as per the prior calculation,
showing that four are aligned east-west and 14 are aligned north-south (33% of the
population analyzed aligned east-west), the probability that these would be aligned
randomly is considerably smaller, but not out of the realm of realistic possibility: 1:85.
While the latter data set assumes that a slightly larger majority of the 18-structure data set
is aligned along the north-south axis (a y-axis on a Cartesian plane) or close to it, the fact
remains that the probability of this occurring randomly is still large enough to be
conceivable.
The consistent and deliberate – likely not random – alignment of over half of the
megaroid structures or megara that could have served ritual purposes in various
capacities is also consistent with the alignments required for passive solar heating (see
Chapter III). This is not only indicative of domestic, or at least non-cult function, but this
in combination with the statistical fact that this was not done randomly speaks to the
significance of orientation in delineating certain kinds of structures in terms of their
purpose or function. In contrast, temples or cult buildings of the LBA do not conform to
the north-south orientation; they conform to the east-west alignment, similar to the
Archaic canon of orientation. As stated above (Chapter III), this is most likely due to the
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fact that sacred structures were decidedly not meant for domestic activity, but for ritual
and the various deities worshipped through that ritual.
The 11 LBA cult buildings or so-called temples measured demonstrate an 81%
east-west majority (Tables 5.2 and 5.2 a); nine are aligned on an east-west axis and two
are not. It is important to note here that as the total number in a data set increases, this
kind of analysis yields larger probabilities. So, despite the fact that LBA cult buildings
demonstrate a clear majority of those aligned east-west, the probability of this occurring
randomly is 1:37. But, the overall trend is consistent with those of the Geometric and
Archaic periods, demonstrating either deliberate imitation or the persistence of this
feature of sacred architecture in Greek religious practice.
Interestingly, the sacred structures of the EIA, which in many cases are
considered to have been rulers’ dwellings that also facilitated cult practice, a somewhat
ambiguous interpretation, do in fact demonstrate an east-west preference. While we
might expect this not to be the case, based on the lack of clear, conclusive evidence and
the fact that EIA cult buildings cannot be identified by their architectural form, 10 of the
14 structures surveyed are aligned on an east-west axis, a 71% majority with a 1:15
probability of random alignment. While this is not an overwhelming majority, that there
even is one is significant because it is similar to LBA cult structures, which display an
81% east-west majority. We must remember that LBA cult structures, too, cannot be
identified based solely on their ground plans. Structures like megara, for example, have
to a degree more clearly defined functions than EIA cult buildings, and their alignment
pattern is also quite clearly preferential of north-south.
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Eighth century temples, while their set is relatively small, demonstrate an eastwest preference, though it is not as dramatic as expected, given the fact that these early
temple eventually coalesce into the archetypal Archaic temple form. 10 out of 17 eighth
century temples are aligned on an east-west axis, a 59% majority (Tables 5.3 and 5.3a).
The probability that this alignment pattern is random, as one might expect, is quite large:
1:7. A possible mitigating factor for this might be that the eighth century early temple
plans (apsidal, long rectilinear, and short rectilinear), in developing canonical temple
architecture may have slightly inhibited an east-west majority; this in combination with
the growth and increasing influence of the polis may account for the fact that there is only
a slight majority of east-west aligned temples in the eighth century, rather than an
overwhelming majority.
Of the 24 Archaic temples listed (Tables 5.4 and 5.4a) 22 are oriented east-west,
meaning two are oriented north-south. So, 92% of the population analyzed conforms to
the expected trend. The probability that so many of them are randomly aligned in this
uniform way is in excess of 1:60,000, meaning one out of over sixty thousand – small
odds. Not only is this phenomenon now diachronically and mathematically documented,
but the above calculations and results reveal that such alignment was deliberate, for any
combination of the reasons previously discussed. The fact that this begins shortly after
the inception of the polis and concurrent with its execution of power and construction of
sanctuaries as territorial markers reinforces the idea that this orientation was not only
deliberate, but a continued, culturally ingrained feature of religious architecture. It is
entirely significant that, as the temple form becomes more standard and recognizable, the
probability that such structures are aligned east-west randomly decreases, meaning that as
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time progressed cult structures such as temples were more and more deliberately oriented
east-west (Table 5.5). It is statistically more likely that earlier sacred structures, with
somewhat identifiable forms were oriented randomly relative to their later cousins.
Therefore, we can conclude that it was far more likely that the Archaic temples of
Greece, more than any of the structures in the preceding time periods, were deliberately
oriented on an east-west axis.
The mathematical analysis is then consistent with my archaeological analysis:
temple architecture becomes standardized with the development of the polis system, and
orientation is an aspect of such architecture. Temples, as elements of a sanctuary and
representative structures of the polis and its reach, both political and physical, were
specifically aligned to the east-west axis as a decided attempt to distinguish polis-related
sacred structures from their more ambiguous predecessors. While this may only comprise
part of the reason for this alignment preference, it is one that is now being considered for
the first time.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
The orientation of Greek temples is a feature of sacred architecture that has much
deeper roots than previous scholarship has investigated. This thesis has sought to
demonstrate not only that orientation is a key feature of Greek cult buildings, but also that
this feature in combination with standardized architectural form is indicative of the polis’
increasing control and influence over sacred space. In investigating the set of
circumstances and architectural development that resulted in the formation of the Archaic
temple plan (i.e., the Doric or Ionic canons), the evidence that east-west axial alignment
bears some kind of cult significance become clear; Greek cult buildings demonstrate a
clear east-west alignment preference continuously from the LBA through the Archaic
period.
Historically, many other academic investigations into the reasons for temple
orientation have generally fallen into one of two camps. One major conclusion on the
matter has been made by those like Scully, who posit that orientation is indicative of cult
worship, based on certain celestial bodies (i.e., constellations, the sun, or the moon) and
was considered by the ancient Greeks to be a form of worship for particular divinities.
The other, including those like Dinsmoor, tend to attempt more mathematical or scientific
explanations for temple alignment, but also ultimately conclude that orientation is a facet
of worship. And, they are not necessarily incorrect; the east-west alignment of most
Greek cult buildings, temples included, clearly bears religious significance, though we
can only speculate as to what that might be. To suggest that the sun, the major celestial
body corresponding most consistently to the east and west, is probably the reason for this
only gives a partial view of this issue. This reductive analysis does not consider the many
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other factors that go into a temple’s construction, such as topographical or climatic
concerns, efforts to conform to certain architectural standards, or even a desire to
maintain consistency with previous buildings at a site (i.e., later temples with the same
orientation as their LBA predecessors such as those at Ayia Irini, Kalapodi, Thermon,
and Eleusis).
While the architectural standardization of cult buildings began to occur in the
eighth century, it was not truly identifiable or clearly indicated by form alone until the
Archaic period. Nevertheless, the sacred structures of the preceding periods that did not
exhibit architectural consistency in the EIA and LBA largely conform to the east-west
alignment trend investigated here. The LBA in particular presents an interesting case,
however, because there was architectural standardization (as compared with the EIA,
where there is arguably none), but not necessarily of sacred buildings. The megaron, the
supposed dwelling of the Mycenaean wanax or king, is traditionally thought to have
facilitated cult activity, as part of the wanax’s role appears to have pertained to ritual.
These structures, the megara and buildings like it called megaroid by Werner, also
exhibit a relatively consistent alignment preference, but it is north-south. Other LBA cult
structures that exhibit clearer evidence for ritual activity, in line with Renfrew’s claim
that cult centers or buildings must be primarily identified by archaeological evidence that
indicates actual religious activity, mostly preferred an east-west alignment. This is also
the case for the EIA, though the designation of many of those structures as being purely
religious is more ambiguous than their LBA counterparts, as Mazarakis-Ainian has
shown.
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Standardization of sacred architecture arguably began in the eighth century, which
was also a critical period for social, economic, and political developments in Greece.
With the rise of an aristocratic ruling class that took the place of the EIA basileis, or
tribal chieftains, the formation of the polis necessitated clearly identifiable religious
structures that would have been associated with one or multiple poleis. Temples became
increasingly important features of Greek sanctuaries, which were placed in varying
locations with respect to the urban center of a polis, but depending on their location
would have been considered as boundary markers or statements of political dominance.
With this political influence on religious space came standardized, or characteristic and
canonical architecture, a key feature of which was orientation. An overwhelming
majority of Archaic temples are aligned on an east-west axis, showing that this too was
yet one more way to identify a building as a temple.
To reinforce the identification of an overall majority of east-west oriented sacred
structures or cult buildings in Greece throughout its history (from the LBA to the Archaic
period), statistical analysis has demonstrated not only that this trend certainly exists, but
that it was deliberate. In addition to giving mathematical significance to an
archaeologically based preference, Binomial Distribution analysis reinforces the idea that
the unprecedented boom in temple construction beginning c. 800 BCE grew and
developed simultaneously with the inception of the Greek polis. In comparing both the
size of data sets, 86 structures in total, and the probability that each temple or sacred
structure in that set is randomly aligned to the east-west (see Table 5.6), it is evident that
in earlier times with less defined religious architecture, the probability of random
alignment is much greater.
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Moreover it is clear from the evidence and analyses presented above that temple
orientation or alignment along a cardinal axis is a vital part of a temple’s architecture,
making a clear statement about the temple’s affiliation and perhaps also the identity of
the polis that built and administered it (Table 5.7). If, as Morgan and de Polignac have
suggested, the temple and its location relative to the urban nucleus of the city-state play
integral roles in polis identity, and by extension Greek identity, temple orientation too
plays a role in that process. This analysis also does not discount previous scholarship that
maintains that temple orientation depends on celestial or topographical bodies. Rather, it
expands upon those works in an effort to create a more holistic picture of the Greek
temple by offering an alternative explanation for consistent east-west alignment. My aim
has been to take the academic discussion of Greek temple orientation beyond the sun and
back to the earth, where ancient Greek identity can be extrapolated from archaeological
remains and the stories they have to offer.
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2.3: Cult center at Asine (After Albers 1994).
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2.4: Cult center at Phylakopi (After Renfrew 1985).
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2.5: Cult center at Ayia Irini (After Albers 1994).
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2.6: Sanctuary at Phylakopi, Megaron B at Eleusis, and the sacred area at Pylos (After
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2.7: Megaron B, Eleusis (After Cosmopoulos 2014).

2.8: Temple of Artemis Orthia, Sparta (After Boutsikas and Ruggles 2011).
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3.1: Building A, Troy (After Werner 1993).
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3.3: House E, Thebes (After Werner 1993).

3.4: Megaron A, Thermon (After Werner 1993).
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3.5: House L, Korakou (After Werner 1993).

3.6: Panagia House 1, Mycenae (After Werner 1993).
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3.7: Palatial megaron, Mycenae (After Werner 1993).

3.8: Palatial megaron and small megaron, Tiryns (After Werner 1993).
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3.9: Mansion 1, Sparta (After Werner 1993).

3.10: Palatial megaron, Pylos (After Werner 1993).
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3.11: Room B85, Malthi (After Werner 1993).
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3.12: House 3, Mouriatadha, Messenia (After Werner 1993).

3.13: Megaron, Phylakopi (After Werner 1993).
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3.14: Megaron, Emporio, Chios (After Boardman 1967).
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3.15: Position of the sun in summer and winter (Green Passive Solar Magazine).

3.16: Angle of the sun best for cooling and heating (US Department of Energy).
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3.17: Indirect and direct heat transfer (Johnson and Johnson 1977).

3.18: Temple, Ayia Irini, Keos (After Albers 1994).
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3.19: Tsountas House, Mycenae (After Albers 1994).
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3.20: Room with the Frescoes and House of the Idols, Mycenae (After Albers 1994).
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3.21: Temple, Tiryns (After Albers 1994).
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3.22: Building Γ, Delos (After Rutkowski 1986).

3.23: Kultraum XXXII, Asine (After Albers 1994).
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3.24: Temple, Kalapodi (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).
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3.25: Building ΣΤ, Poseidi (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).
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3.26: Megaron B, Thermon (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).
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3.28: Heröon, Lefkandi (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).

3.29: Oval Shrine, Arepagus, Athens (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).
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3.30: Buildings A, B, and C, Mt. Hymettos (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).
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3.31: Building BB (Protogeometric/Geometric building on top of reused LBA sanctuary),
Ayia Irini, Keos (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1988).
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3.32: Mitropolis “enclosure,” Naxos (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).
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3.33: Unit IV-1, Nichoria (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1988).

3.34: Building A, Koukounaries, Paros (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1988).
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3.35: Daphnephoreion, Eretria (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1988).
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3.36: Building A, Smari (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1988).

3.37: Temples A and B, Aigeira (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1988).
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3.38: Temple and altar relationships at Emporio, Tiryns, and Eretria (After MazarakisAinian 1988).

3.41: Aigeira 1, Aigeira (After Fagerström 1988).
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3.42: Tourkovouni 1, Tourkovouni (After Fagerström 1988).

3.43: Hera Akraia temple, Perachora (Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).
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3.44: Samian Heraion (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).

3.46: Apollo temple, Dreros (After Rutkowski 1986).
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3.47: Apollo temple, Thermon (After Fagerström 1988).
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3.48: Eighth century apsidal temples, Tegea (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).
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3.49: Temples, Kalapodi (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).
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3.50: Late Geometric units below the Telesterion, Eleusis (After Mazarakis-Ainian
1997).

3.51: Apollo temple, Asine (After Rutkowski 1986).
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3.53: Temple 1, Iria, Naxos (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).
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3.54: Curvilinear building, Mytilene, Lesbos (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).

3.55: Building III, Antissa, Lesbos (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).
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4.1: Conjectural plan of the temple of Poseidon at Isthmia (After Barletta 2001).

4.2: Eighth century plan of temple of Artemis at Ephesos, showing a peripteros (After
Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).
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4.3: Plan of temple at Ano Mazaraki in Achia (After Barletta 2001).

4.4: Typical Doric temple plan, demonstrating tripartite cella and peristyle (After Barletta
2001).
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4.5: Argive Heraion, Early Archaic (After Mazarakis-Ainian 1997).

4.6: Samian Heraion, Archaic (After Bergquist 1967)
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5.1: Cartesian division to illustrate alignment criteria.
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Tables

Table 2.1: Comparison of Dinsmoor and Penrose’s proposed temple foundation dates
(After Dinsmoor 1939).

Table 5.1: LBA megaron/megaroid structure alignments.

Probability of Observation
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Table 5.1a: Binomial Distribution plot illustrating LBA megaron/megaroid structure
alignment.

Probability of Observation

Table 5.2: LBA cult structure alignments.
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Table 5.2a: Binomial Distribution plot illustrating LBA cult structure alignment.
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Table 5.3: EIA early temple and cult structure alignments.

Probability of Observation
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Table 5.3a: Binomial Distribution plot illustrating EIA cult structure alignment.
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Table 5.4: Eighth century temple alignments.

Probability of Observation
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Table 5.4a: Binomial Distribution plot illustrating eighth century temple alignment.
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Table 5.5: Archaic temple alignments.

Probability of Observation
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Table 5.5a: Binomial Distribution plot illustrating Archaic temple alignment.
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Table 5.6: Diachronic comparison of cult structure alignment, E-W majority, and
randomness probability
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APPENDIX A
Archaic Sicilian Greek Temple Alignments
After Salt 2009
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